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THE MOOSE SEASON IN THE DISTRICT OF SAULT STE. MARIE, 1956 

compiled by 

Ae de Herridge 

This report is an assessment of the open season on moose in 
Pewteorict of Sault Ste. Marie during 1956. It is based upon 
reports supplied by hunters, interviews conducted by personnel of the 
Department, and population data. 

The Season in 1955 

For residents of Ontario, the season extended from October 
13th to December 2hth. For non-residents, the open season was from 
October 13th to November 15th.e In both cases, the entire District, 
with the exception of St. Joseph's Island, was open to the shooting 
of moose of all ages and of either sex. 

Previous Seasons 

In 1955, the following seasons prevaileds 
- Non-resident hunters ~- Northern section of the District open for 

Eae Gaking of any moose from October 15th to October 31st. 

- Resident hunters - Northern section - any moose = October 15th-3l1st; 
November 26th to December 24th. 

- remainder of District - bull moose only - 
November 12th to December 17th. 

Prior to 1955, there had been no open season, so far as 
non-residents were concerned, since 1948. There had been limited 
Open seasons for residents, on bull moose only, in 1954 from November 
26th to December llth, in 1953 from November 26th to December 24th, 
and from November 26th to December 24th in 1952. 

Weather Conditions 

Generally speaking, the weather from opening day to the 
first week of November was unseasonably warm. The days were sunny 
and warm, although overnight temperatures often approached the 
freezing point. The following table lists noon temperatures at 
Several points in the District during this period: 
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Date Peshu_Lake Sand Lake Bind nhaver Soo Averages 

Wee. 15 Ok, 58 OM 6h 61 
Bet. 16 oh 66 5h 60 61 
Cet 17 70 65 63 Ue 68 
Oct. 1é 13 L8 Do De L9 
ete 19 D4 58 D4 a4 2D 
Oct. 20 58 58 De 60 57 
Deb. 21 64 52 Die 60 DY 
Ochi. 22 58 63 5h, 5h 5i/, 
Wet 23 1.3 39 De 18 L.5 
Octe 2h L2 L8 L6 1.5 
Wet. 25 ap) De Dy Dy 
wet. 26 16 L8 L6 6 
Oct. 27 Lh, De ak ye 
Meg. 25 Lh 
Get. 29 56 
Octe 30 DO 
Dees 31 58 

License Sales 

(a) Resident Hunters 

(irsqore me licenses sold oooeeoew eooee oe oF; Goeoeoooo#vodvesdsscsee2 8208029090900 LI Syl 

Pi@emecec who nunved in Obher GIStrIictS ccascoccceescveevce 29 
Poueno licenses elsewhere, hunted in this District ecceersoe 2h 
Bought licenses, did not hunt cooo#oetcoones CGoo@esvoeoeseoesveeseoeoeee 0 hh 

Estimated number of residents who hunted in this District . 1,368 

(b) Non-resident Hunters 

fetal licenses sold ovoeooeoecoce oc Hooeoeoe ocacaoeaeeoecoeeoeoo0oses 8082086909090 0 0 209 

Peeemsees wae hunted im other diStrictS sececccccescoesvoce 81 

Estimated number of Non-residents hunting in this District. 128 

(c) Resident and Non-resident Hunters 

Mie eeicenses| Sold am Drstr1ct ceetecceeeseeecsecescsecveces 1Ly/20 
iegeretveensees who hunted in other districts wecccerccvcees 210 
Total licensees who bought licenses elsewhere, hunted 

thas DaSiaenet cooeeoeV@e@oeoeeoovoeoose Soceeoedoceeosesceoeo00cscoeo09 & 2h 

Total who bought licenses this District, but did not hunt.. Ly 
ercad. who hunted this District e@oooeooacaogesogcesceeteoeoecese ood o 1,496 

Return of Questionnaires 

A small proportion of the returns were sent in by hunters 
during the season and up until Christmas. These proved to be, for 
the most part, returns of hunters who had been successful. In early 
January a radio and television appeal was made. This was followed 
by letters enclosing returns to nonrespondents in mid-January and at 
the end of January. fHarly in February the delinquent licensees 
were contacted by telephone and by Conservation Officers. 
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Questionnaires returned by Non-resident hunters - 
19h out of 209 (93%) 

Questionnaires returned by Resident hunters - 
ieee vour of 1,517 (94%) 

Failure of the licensees to provide complete details 
regarding postal address was a frequent reason for failure to secure 
returns of questionnaires. 

Reported Kill of Moose 

fort WY) 49) 
ip} on lions , Siw 

169) (@) oo rc © G4 co © (ab) <b) 

qo 9) © Pp CoS (a0 er eDjeildy) oO 4 (Bi) 
at S ay Ss iy nw ae & Oo 
3 fo) Oo oO 8 Orn Go eas o3 
aa oO iS! CD fx, ©) Et kx DH oO Ea ti faWhen 

Residents WWF WA 32 g age ae 1368 Zale, 

Non-resident 1.0 20 2 0) 62 128 Heed 
By all hunters Gye) ules Bi 8 35)% Te 149 230 

It should be noted that these figures for hunter success, 
Since they make no estimate of kill by hunters who failed to make a 
return, are probably higher than actually occurred. Experience has 
shown that successful hunters are much more likely to make reports 
than are unsuccessful ones. 

Comparison of Data of 1955 and 1956 

Residents Non-residents [NVA cho hghoen gts’ 

ODO. BO OL. eel) LODO 

Ven .ou Hunters 505 1368 36 128 Sivas 1498 

Returns Received Leh 1280 30 119 51h 1398 
rae = Bulls 90 27 5) LO 95 167 

- Cows 5 125 5 20 10 ehe5 
- Male Calves 5 32 il 2 6 3h 
~ Female Calves - 8 - 0 - g 

TOTAL 100 292 ia 62 ie 354" 

Success - 
(Total Hunters) Ore. Pals 30.6 48.5 20D Zoalt 
(Tetal, Returns) 2056 2258 36.6 Die OS, Pasi) 

% Revised later to 359. 
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SAULT STE. MARIE DISTRICT 

Map No. 1 

Sault Ste. Mary 

Plan Showing - 

Location of i 

Non-resident Hunters’ 

Moose Kill, 1956. 

® - Bulls (40) 

© - Cows (20) 20 10 O 20 O 

® - liale Calves (2) | elie gecmmaiaas 





SAULT STE. MARIE DISTRICT 

Map No. 2 
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Plan Showing - 

Location of Resident 
Hunters’ Moose kill, 

1956. 
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SAULT STE. MARIE DISTRICT 

Plan Showing - 
Moose 1955-1956 

tq - 1 animal per 2-5 sq. miles 

esl - 1 animal per 5-10 sq. miles a ae , 

BS§ - 1 animal per 10+ sq. miles 
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Geographic Distribution of the Kill - See Maps No. 1 & 2 

It will be noted that although there are still several 
townships in the inaccessible parts of the District where no moose 
were killed and that heavy kills did occur in a few easily accessible 
areas, generally speaking most of the District was hunted and did 
produce moose. The distribution of the kill in 1956 was much better 
Bhan that in 1955. 

On the basis of a District-wide assessment of trappers’ 
reports, aerial surveys, reports from tourist outfitters, surveys by 
Conservation Officers, and other data, it was established that during 
the winter of 1955/56, following the open season of 1955, there were 
approximately 1400 moose in the District of Sault Ste. Marie. We 
are quite certain that this is a conservative estimate. The general 
distribution of these animals is indicated on Map 3. 

Discussion 

(a) Loss of Meat Due to Spoilage 

some unfavourable public reaction to the moose season was 
based on the premise that such an early opening would result in meat 
Spoilage. Since the weather for the first three weeks of the season 
was unseasonably warm a great many persons assumed that the loss of 
moose meat due to spoilage would be excessive. 

To determine as accurately as possible the amount of meat 
spoiled due to the warm weather, all our officers made enquiries 
for, and checked rumours of, instances of meat wastage. These 
emguirrves were made of locker plants, tourist outfitters, guides, 
and in fact, the public at large. 

In nearly every instance rumours of spoiled meat were 
unfounded and in the few cases found owners insisted meat was still 
good. 

In analysing the results of the survey and in discussing 
the subject with members of Rod and Gun Clubs and a Member of 
Farlaagment, it is our firm conclusion that the amount of meat 
spoilage during the 1956 non-resident season was, if anything, less 
than that in previous seasons. In short, the earlier opening did 
not contribute to excessive losses of meat and this in a year when 
the weather was unseasonably warm for a good portion of the season. 

(b) Numbers of Hunters 

In 1956 there was an increase in numbers of Resident and 
Non-Resident moose hunters in the District of Sault Ste. Marie over 
1955 of 171% and 255% respectively. No doubt this was due in large 
part, especially with respect to Non-Residents, to the considerably 
greater area open to hunting in 1956. In addition, the areas open 
in 1956 were much more accessible than those of 1955. 
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There is also good reason to believe that the widespread 
publicity which was given to the subject of moose hunting, arising 
Oub Ot Controversies carried in the public press prior to the open 
season, attracted many hunters. 

(c) Population, Hunting Pressure, and Harvest 

Im jan carlier section of this report it is indicated that 
the moose population of the District after the close of the open 
Season of 1955 was 1400. Studies of Dr. R. L. Peterson, of the 
Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology, and a number of other competent 
authorities have shown that in Ontario it is reasonable to expect 
an average annual increase of about 30% - 35% in moose populations. 

Thus, if we accept the lower, or more conservative of these 
figures, it is not unreasonable to estimate that there were about 
1620 moose in the District of Sault Ste. Marie at the beginning of 
the hunting season of 1956. 

The total take of moose by hunters in this District in 
1956 was 354*, This represents only about 19% of the moose popula- 
Eeomeer the District, which is considerably less than the rate of 
increase in the herd and thus well within the safe limits of harvest 
of this important resource. 

Comparison of Maps 1, 2 and 3 relates the distribution 
Seeme@ecse in the District with distribution of the kill. It is 
gratifying to note that, for the most part, the highest harvest was 
concentrated in the areas best able to sustain a relatively high 
hunting pressure. There is no indication that hunters concentrated 
in the most easily accessible areas near centres of human population 
and decimated the relatively small populations of moose in these 
Areas. 

It would be very desirable to increase hunting pressure in 
many individual townships but the north central part of the District 
though presently inaccessible, is most in need of this additional 
hunting pressure. 

Conclusions and Suggestions 

Kill Survey Methods 

(a) The first mailed reminder should be sent out one week before the 
end of the season. 

(b) A total of three mailed reminders are apparently required for 
adequate returns. The second and third of these should be timed 
as indicated by a graph which plots the rate of returns daily. 

(ce) The radio appeal for returns in 1956 was not very effective in 
producing returns. If the production of returns is the only 
criterion to be used in evaluating such radio publicity then 
it is suggested that the money was not well spent. 

wi hevased Later to 359. 
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(d) It is suggested that the district selling a license should he 
responsible for the return of that license. All of our staff 
are agreed that this is proper but there seems to be some 
question in the minds of personnel from other districts, hence 
the inclusion of this recommendation. 

(e) It is recommended that all districts consider their data 
unreliable until 80% of the returns have been received. Only 
in this way can bias be removed when comparing data between 
districts. 

(f) If in 1957 moose licenses are to be issued by regular license 
issuers in addition to Department outlets, it is hoped that the 
district might be advised of a list of such issuers well in 
advance of the season so that we may contact these issuers and 
ensure accurate records. 

(g) A larger hunter return form of perhaps postcard size would be 
less liable to loss by licensees and by post office personnel. 
One additional comment concerning the return suggests that there 
teicole, at any, need for obliterating some of the questions 
By stamping 1956 in bold type across its face. 

(h) Some consideration of a reward system for returns may be due 
for some consideration. 

pize of Kill 

in general it was concluded that the size of kill was in 
line with numbers available for cropping under reasonable management. 

eee Sena 

Our kill was much better distributed over the district in 
1956 than it was in 1955. This improvement appears to be related 
to the earlier season and associated good hunting weather which al- 
iomeanwaccess) vo, most of the District. Since there are still areas 
of the District which were not hunted in 1956 we must continue to 
emphasize the need of finding methods to encourage hunters to hunt 
in these presently uncropped areas. 

Gemporal, Distribution of the Kill 

It is noted that the kill in December of the 1956 season 
was much higher than that of December in the previous year. It 
appears safe to conclude that the main factor causing this difference 
was good travel and hunting weather. This emphasizes the necessity 
of including weather data in such returns annually. It is suggested 
further that the weather in 1955 be added to the 1955 report in as 
much detail as can be recalled by our staff. 

Dexnacao jot the Kilt 

The difference in sex ratios of the kills by residents as 
compared to non-residents should be noted. The overall sex ratio of 
the kill being slightly in favour of cows is quite acceptable to our 
staff. 
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Calves ™@in sone ksi 

There is a considerable concern about the shooting of 
calves amongst our staff. As long as our population of calves was 
normal in the 1956 season then the number taken is quite acceptable. 
If, however, the calf population was sub-normal, and we have no way 
of knowing whether or not this was so, then we would very easily be 
alarmed at even such a small kill as occurred in 1956. We do not 
know why such a small number of calves were killed. We do not know 
if it was a reflection on a small number of calves available or if 
it was a matter of hunter selection. We are also concerned about the 
small number of females amongst the calves that were shot. The data 
indicate in some degree there was selection by hunters, especially 
Mette une Carliest part of the Season. In October calves made up 
Se porvune Kill, in November 20%, and in December 15%. It is 
recommended that on tne hunter return form, where hunters are asked 
to record the number of moose seen, the question should be altered 
to include a breakdown into bulls, cows and calves seen. It is 
further recommended that our annual request for moose numbers from 
trappers this year should request a similar breakdown of moose 
numbers. 

It was a mistake not to collect jaws for aging our kill 
gat956, The programme of aging the kill must be an accepted annual 
task. Our present concern over the calf population can only be 
Verified or alleviated by aging the kill during the next four or five 
years. 

APPENDIX A - States Contributing Hunters 

Oo wo Michigan 
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Georgia 
Florida 
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APPENDIX B - Non-Resident Hunter Effort 

62 successful hunters reported hunting a total of 347 days, or an 
average of 5.5 days per hunter. 

55 unsuccessful hunters reported hunting a total of 403 days, or an 
average of 7.3 days per hunter. 

Peas Of MUNGINE pecslanaccceecnoccescevconsenesessecese (50 
etalk moose killed COeCCHOTLOCACBCELCOLECOOCOCOHOLOBOFCOCOOR CREB OEHPOKHEH2ECEGD 62 

On an average, 12.1 days of hunting were required to kill one moose. 

APPENDIX C - Temporal Distribution of Moose Kill by Non-Resident 
Hunters 
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APPENDIX, D —- Resident. Runter Effort 

292 successful hunters report hunting a total of 1,385 days for an 
average of 4.8 per hunter. 

996 unsuccessful hunters report hunting a total of 6,933 days, for 
an average of 6.9 days per hunter. 

CSC UNG AME ae seine sie sevice odes. ¢evescsecsceseses Og318 
ote. moose killed oceooseooescevosoevoew ooceeoeceeeeocseecgaseseoenenenvdvaanee eo 292 

On an average, 28.5 days were required to kill one moose. 

APPENDIX BH - Temporal Distribution of Moose Kill by Resident 
Hunters. 

ee ae me cerennee = 
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APPENDIX F 

Purpose 

To analyse the methods used to procure returns from none 
resident moose hunters following the open season of 1956. 

Discussion 

thersesason ended on Novembers15, 1956, and the first 
reminder went out on November 21, with subsequent letters on December 
feeeeo>o, and January 3, 1957. 

OMe Zeomlacensescoldan.this District, 134.o0f the 
hunters are considered to have hunted in the Sault Ste. Marie District. 
Hewever, this report will deal with returns from all hunters, rather 
than the smaller figure. By using the larger totals, it is felt 
that the picture shown will be more indicative of the true situation. 

in graph No. 1, is shown the cumulative total of returns 
Bmeonme period October 15 to January 24. It is noted that the number 
of returns from the end of the season to November 28 was very light. 
It is evident that this period of time, almost two weeks, produced 
very little towards the collection of returns. 

The timing of the second letter in relation to the first 
appears to have been almost perfect, as the high rate of returns 
was maintained. 

ipesthird Letter, which went to 23 hunters, contributed 
Weaveteole in the way of returns, and it might be that it could 
be overlooked in another year. 
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In graph No. 2 is shown the cumulative kill figures by sex, 
ane the nik returns. 

Recommendations 

(1) It is felt that approximately one week before the end of the 
season would be the ideal time to send out the first reminder. 
By this time a good many of the hunters would have either com- 
pleted their hunting, or made a decision against further hunting 
if they have not already been successful. 

It would appear that two subsequent letters should follow at 
approximately two-week intervals. 

The high rate of hunter success, as indicated by the low rate 
of returns from unsuccessful hunters, suggests that we should 
establish at least a six-week period from the end of the season 
before considering the survey finalized. 
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APPENDIX G - Economic Survey of Non-resident Hunters 

POcal non-resident Licenses SOld ecccseccccssresecrvescecesescces OUD 
Number of questionnaires mailed ceccocscesvcccescecescsevccceccce 1O/ 
Number Of QUESLIONNALreS Teburned cescoaceccecscescercoovvecceaen ff 

=~ 

information 

The 77 hunters report spending a total of 873 days away from 
Home for hunting purposes. This average of 11.3 days per hunter 
Piateases that for the most part the hunters availed themselves of 
either a two-week holiday period, or an extra long week-end and a 
week of holidays. 

The table indicating hunter effort shows that the successful 
Munver Spent 5.5 days hunting and the unsuccessful 7.3 days. When 
averaged, it would appear that all hunters spent approximately 6.4 
days hunting, which would indicate that approximately 5 days were 
Spenu by cach hunter for travelling, or other efforts not associated 
with hunting. 

While away from home, 53 hunters reported travelling a 
pocete: 33,700 miles or an average of 637 miles per hunter. In 
addition to this mileage travelled, a good many hunters reported using 
other means of transportation such as private and commercial aircraft 
and railways. 

The main item of cost for the non-resident hunter appears 
to be food and lodging. The 77 hunters reported spending a total of 
y9,125 or an average of #119.00 per hunter. 

Included in this total figure and having the effect of 
lowering the average, are returns from more than a few hunters who 
stayed with friends, or at their private cabins, with lower expenses 
being the result. 

The 77 hunters reported spending a total of $5,806. on 
guides for an average of $78.00 per hunter. Several hunters did 
not report any charges for guides, and it is assumed that their 
charges are included in the figures submitted by other hunters. 

The amount of money spent by the 77 hunters for miscellane- 
ous items total $4,584, or $68.00 per hunter. This amount was spent 
Saesuch IGems as gas, oil, car repairs, etc. 

Discussion 

The amount of money spent on the three major items of 
expense total $265.00. The cost of a non-resident moose license 
($101.00) should be added to this, giving an average total expenditure 
of slightly more than $350.00 per non-resident hunter. It is the 
Opinion of everyone with whom this subject was discussed that this 
figure was definitely on the conservative side. 

The hunter success for non-residents was approximately 
fifty percent. 
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Using the costs arrived at from this survey, would indicate 
that each moose killed in this part of Ontario by a non-resident 
represents a capital outlay of at least 7001.00. 

The accuracy of these statistics and the small sample, 
limit how far these results may be extended. However, for the 
purposes of indicating how information of this type can be of value, 
the following calculation is included. 

Total monies spent by non-resident hunters in the Sault 
PmeeeMearie District —- 13) x 350 = 46,900. 

Assume that five percent return on a capital investment is 
reasonable. This total expenditure can be considered as interest 
on a capital investment (i.e. total moose herd.) 

Therefore, from a non-resident hunter's viewpoint, our 
moose herd represents a capital value of $938,000. or approximately 
One milion dollars. 
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AERIAL MOOSE INVENTORY PORT ARTHUR DISTRICT, 1957 * 

by 
Rye Aeonyder 

A Regional Fish and Wildiife Meeting was held at Port 
Arthur on January 16, 1957 with the intent of adapting new aerial 
census methods to the Port Arthur and Geraldton Districts. At this 
meeting Mr. Lumsden and Dr. Fowle outlined the general plan for 
aerial censusing which proved to be so successful in the Gogama and 
White River Bistricts in 1956. It was stressed that deviations 
from the general method might be desirable to meet with the variation 
Pmeeonditions found in different districts. 

Methods Employed 

Arbitrarily, four sample plots were set up, three being 
located in a young, medium, and mature stand, the other in a new burn, 

The areas of the selected plots were 50, 53, 67 and 64 
Square miles, respectively. An area of 50 square miles was thought 
to be about the maximum that could be effectively covered in one 
day's flying, and the sample plots were limited accordingly. Three 
of the sample areas included more than 50 square miles so more 
effective topographical boundaries could be established. 

The four sample plots were flown once each between January 
29 and February 4. Two observers and one navigator were used on 
every trip except one when the navigator had to substitute as an 
observer. One mile flight strips were employed. Each strip was 
flown at approximately an 800 foot altitude and an air speed of 
about 90 m.p.h. until moose tracks were observed. The immediate 
area around the moose tracks was then circled intensively until it 
was decided that all the moose in the vicinity were spotted. Flight 
fines were then resumed. The results of the first four flights 
using the strip method are summarized in the table below. 

Age of Area Flight Time Number of 
Stand Square Miles Over Plot (Hours) Moose Spotted 

Young 50 Ao if) 
Medium 53 den 8} 1 
Mature 67 Ls 8 

L New Burn 6h 2e3 

It appears obvious from perusing the above data that a 
complete count of all the moose was not obtained from the first four 
flights. This was attributed to two principal factors: 

x A series of topographic maps showing plot locations accompanied 
the original-report, 
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(1) A deficiency in the method employed. 

(2) Sample plots too large to cover efficiently in available time. 

It was found that after continuous observing on the plots 
for two hours, the efficiency of the observers declined as fatigue 
became more evident. This, coupled with the fact that a round trip 
flight of about two hours was necessary on two of the plots before 
observations began, resulted in a very tedious task. On February 5, 
after discussing our problems with Mr. Trotter of Sioux Lookout, we 
decided to modify our methods. An experimental flight was made with 
Mr. Trotter acting as navigator on a new plot selected close to the 
airbase. By circling a small area (roughly one square mile) inten- 
Sively, a more thorough count was made. These small areas within the 
sample plot were determined by the navigator, depending on topogra- 
phical boundaries and then circled both clockwise and counterclock- 
wise until continued circling failed to reveal additional moose to 
the satisfaction of all observers. An arbitrary limit of 20 square 
miles was set up for the sample plots as it was found that a two 
hour flight could cover this area fairly intensively. As this method 
proved satisfactory, the former strip method was abandoned and three 
new plots were set up closer to the base of operations. These plots 
consisted of a young, medium, and a cut-over stand. In the latter 
the conifers were harvested leaving mature poplar and birch standing. 
Young poplar, birch and conifers were regenerating under the remain- 
ing older trees. The following table illustrates the moose counted 
to date on these three plots. 

Age of Area Flight Time Number of 
Stand (Sq. Miles) Over Plot (Hours) Moose Spotted 

tiene ender laeht ist Plight 2nd--Fligcht 

Young 20A0 ZG COWR 26% Px] 
Medium 20.5 ee 0.6 a5 16 
Cut-over lee loo Is} ile ag 

x Segments of sample plot added together to obtain total 

Up to the time of compiling this report a satisfactory 
mature stand had not been located. This was due to the dense upper 
story found in most mature stands in the district, preventing an 
accurate census where the ground could not be seen over large areas. 
In the future we plan to obtain track and scat ccunts on these areas 
and compare them to track and scat counts in areas where the moose 
density has already been established through aerial surveys. In this 
manner we hope to obtain a relative estimate of moose density in 
mature stands. From observations of our field men it is believed 
that the moose density on these mature stands is less than on any of 
the three other timber types surveyed. 
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Population Estimate 

While it is rather premature at this point to attempt a 
population estimate of moose in the district, a preliminary estimate 
will be made until more complete data are available. Figures on 
moose per square mile obtained from the sample plots will be applied 
to the same timber type for the whole district. For our purposes the 
areas of the timber types within the district can be broken down as 
follows: 

Mature (Over 60 years of age) 5,406 square miles 
Medium (30 to 60 years old? 4,729 square miles 
Young (Under 30 years of age) 3,379 square miles 
Non-forested Land (Agricultural areas, water) 3,379 square miles 

Teuat Area of District 16,893 square miles 

Considering non-forested land as non-productive moose 
habitat, we come up with the following breakdown of timber types 
and the moose densities in each. 

Calculated 
Timber Area Moose Density Calculated 
Type (Square Miles) (Per Square Mile) Population 

Mature 5406 OV PEN 1351.5 
Medium 4729 OF76 3688.6 
Young * 1759 alg ZS i Ee 
Cut-over 1620 0.86 1393.2 

Estimated Moose Population 8808.0 

x Includes burn-overs and blow-down but excludes cut-over areas. 
xx Arbitrary figure assigned until more accurate estimate can 

be made. 

Thus the estimated moose population as a whole (including 
non=productive habitat for moose) is roughly one moose for every two 
Square miles or about 9,000 moose reducing the calculated estimate 
to significant figures. The density of moose on potential moose 
habitat only (mature, medium and young stands) and excluding agricul- 
tural land and water areas would be about one moose per each square 
mile and a half. 

Cut-over areas (for the last twenty years) while actually 
young stands were considered separately because they differ from 
other types of young stands in that they are easily accessible. 
Consequently, the heaviest hunting pressure occurred on these areas. 
A Significant difference on moose density showed up between the cut- 
Over sample plot and the other young type sample plot which in this 
case was the result of an old burn. Moose densities of 1,35 and 
fe moose per square miles were encountered on these plots respec- 
ively. 
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Trappers’ Population Estimate 

One hundred and twenty trappers in the district estimated 
a moose population of 1,570 moose on 4,860 square miles of trap line 
As it is impractical to break down the individual trap lines into 
timber types, we must apply the trappers! estimate to the whole 
icemuet., Ihis fives us a density of about one moose per three 
Square miles or 5,631 moose for the district estimate. This is about 
three-fifths of the estimate obtained by means of the aerial census 
method. 

Observations and Conclusions 

1. All Observers agreed that a dull day was preferable for moose 
Spougine to a braght sunny day. On dull days the trees did not 
cast a shadow and moose observation was simplified. All the 
observers noted that they were efficient for a longer period on 
a dull day probably because of the reduced glare. 

@e Harly morning flying did not seem to produce as satisfactory 
results as midday flying. The period from about 11:00 a.m. to 
1300 p.m. seemed to be the preferred time. 

3- Mature conifer stands were impossible to survey satisfactorily 
using the aerial method. As it was impossible to see the ground 
over large expanses it was likely that many moose would be 
missed. 

4. The trappers in the district have probably been underestimating 
the number of moose found on their traplines rather than over- 
estimating them as was previously thought. 

De Young burn-over areas produce the best moose range in the district 
followed by young cut-over and medium types respectively. The 
status of mature stands in respect to moose is not definitely 
known although it is believed to support less moose than the 
three previously mentioned types. 

6. The moose population in the Port Arthur District is about 9,000 
moose or about one for every two square miles. 

7e The aerial survey method as outlined previously has been the 
most satisfactcry method employed in the Port Arthur District 
to date for moose census work. 
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Aerial Survey of Moose 
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AERIAL MOOSE SURVEY, SIOUX LOOKOUT DISTRICT, MARCH, 1957.# 

by 
Re He Trotter 

(1) General Remarks 

The survey was started January 23rd and the eighth plot was 
Pempeeted Of February Iith. A recheck was made of plot seven on 
February 20th... All flying since that date has been on the cross 
country flight lines mapping in moose concentrations and a survey of 
the Caribou Crown Game Preserve. A total of 248 moose, 18 caribou 
and 25 deer were observed over the plots which range in size from 16 
to 60 square miles, totalling approximately 264 square miles. 

At the start of the survey in January, with about 20 inches 
of snow on the ground and fresh snow partially covering the old tracks, 
conditions were fairly good, but by February 14th with very little 
added snow, it was becoming difficult to tell fresh tracks from old 
ones. 

The weather was clear and cold most of the time, ranging 
from zero to -20°F, 

We had some trouble keeping the windows clear on frosty 
mornings but by noon they were always clear, frost scrapers were used 
when necessary. Some type of hot air window defrosters should be 
gmptalled in aircraft used for this type of work. The suggestion from 
Gogama of turning the heat down and opening the vents is just too 
uncomfortable, the crew lose interest when they get cold and when 
that happens you may as well go back to base. The frost shields 
suggested by Geraldton District may be O.K. if they are large enough 
to allow for a good range of vision from different angles. We have 
them on the otter but they seem to cut down the area of vision and 
when the windows clear off the black edge of the frost shield is 
distracting to the observer, 

Method Used 

The original method of drawing flight lines on the plot map 
and covering the area on each line over the plot was abandoned in 
favour of a block in method whereby we do a small section of the plot 
at a time. When we feel that all the moose in this block have been 
counted the area is coloured in and another block marked out, the 
Pale procedure 1S continued over the entire plot, or till it is time 
tO quit. We have decided on plots which can be finished in one day. 

x A series of topographic maps showing plot locations accompanied 
whe Original report. 
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This allows for less error in recounts, especially if the snow is not 
too deep and the moose are wandering around a lot. The plots should 
not be over 40 square miles and the blocks within the plot previously 
mentioned, range in size from one to two square miles depending on the 
topography of the area. Streams, lakes, timber types, roads, ravines, 
ridges etcetera are used as outside boundaries for the blocks. 
These are generally flown from the outside in, on the pilot’s side 
to the center, then reversing and circling from the inside out, on 
the navigator’s side. This gives the observer on the top side a 
chance to relax while the low side looks it over and allows for a 
double check on the entire area. A good average height seems to be 
around seven hundred feet. We often fly lower but very seldom higher. 
Tf a plot falls in rough terrain where hills are high and there are 
deep ravines another location should be picked for two reasons, first 
as a safety precaution and secondly because moose are too hard to 
count in such an area. 

Population Density 

A number of flight lines from the base to the various plots 
have been flown at 800 feet. All moose concentrations were noted 
and plotted on the map as to track density. This gives us a general 
picture of the moose range in the hunted part of our District. We 
find that after a couple of weeks of this work one can be quite sure 
of the moose density just by comparing the track concentrations 
mentally, to those which were observed over the plots where the 
actual moose count took place. All moose, deer, caribou and wolves 
observed along the flight lines were also recorded on the map. 

The more time we spend on these low level flight lines 
across country recording moose and concentration areas, the more I 
am convinced that it is a very essential part of our moose inventory. 
It is the only way to get a complete picture of the whole area and 
I believe an experienced crew can say without any hestitation when 
they are flying over an area that is supporting over a moose per 
Square mile. We have double checked this by recording from the obser- 
vers as they crossed plots of known density on the flight lines. 
There was no way for the observers to know when they are crossing 
these areas and yet when density maps are compared later, they have 
always corresponded where the flight lines crossed the plots. That 
is to the extent of whether the population is over or under one 
moose per square mile. 

Habitat 

Evergreen stands take longer to check than deciduous stands 
and we are still not sure what percentage of the moose in such areas 
Can be counted. If the animals stand still or are lying down in these 
stands, it takes a very sharp eye to spot them. The population is 
lower in most of these stands because there is a shortage of prefer- 
red food. However they offer excellent cover so that if the stand 
is close to a feeding ground such as an old burn, cut over or blow 
down that has rotted, we must assume that a large percentage of the 
animals using this feeding ground could be in the evergreen stand 
when they are not feeding. 
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Our highest moose concentrations were found in cut over 
areas, with burned areas second, young mixed stands third, deciduous 
Stands fourth, with mature evergreen stands supporting the least 
number of moose probably because of the shortage of preferred foods 
where the crown density is such that the light can not penetrate to 
the ground. 

There is little or no new growth and no food for the 
animals. Any moose found in these areas are just passing through in 
search of new feeding grounds. We have recorded moose densities in 
cut over areas over two animals per square mile, with burned over 
areas up to one and one-half per square mile and mixed up to one per 
Square mile. Other stands vary from nothing to one animal per two 
Or three square miles. 

Habits 

The moose observed to date do not appear to have any 
definite time for feeding or sleeping as we have noted some lying 
down and some feeding in the same plot at any time of the day. Some 
run when the aircraft flies low over them, and some never stop 
eating, some will get up and others in the same area will lie in 
their beds, not paying any attention to the aircraft. At least a 
dozen moose were observed still carrying their antlers in February. 
It was noted that in cut over areas moose preferred to use the old 
draw roads to travel on rather than wander aimlessly through the 
woods, when going to a new feeding ground. 

Conclusions 

We feel that the method used for censusing moose from the 
air has been successful and that it should be continued each year 
Over most of the same plots and some additional ones. 

A browse survey should be attempted on some of the plots 
where the moose density is highest to try and determine what the 
carrying capacity of the range is. 

We feel that we have a moose per square mile in most of 
our hunted areas. 

Of the eight plots checked, No. 7 could be called a failure 
and No. 6 a poor count. However, the survey on the other six plots 
was a success and we hope to do Plot No. 6 over again this winter. 

Based on my observations here and at Gogama, I believe that, 
where moose are plentiful, a higher percentage of the animals can be 
counted from the air. The main reason for this is over browsing, 
food is not readily available, so the animals have to spend more 
time on the move searching for it. In the less heavily populated 
areas the food is usually available and they spend more time lying 
down. 
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I have noticed that in nearly all of the high concentration 
areas moose have been standing or walking. The feeding ground is 
usually quite open and if the animals are up around there is no 
trouble spotting them. 

More cross country flight lines should be mapped but we 
probably won't get much more done on it this winter. 

Now 1 Plot 

Three flights have been made over the area consisting of a 
preliminary flight to establish boundaries and two flights of 
approximately three hours each, to count the moose. 

The plot was flown by circling the outer edge and gradually 
working in to finish in the center. All the cut over and most of 
the mixed stands were on the outer part of the plot, with the center 
almost completely covered by dense stands of spruce and jack pine. 
By starting on the outside, we were working the best area the first 
day spotting a total of 33 mocse. On the second day only 13 were 
noted. The reason for the low count on the 25th was the high 
percentage of dense evergreen stands which had to be covered. 

The total count for this plot was 46 moose but we feel sure 
there was over a moose per square mile on the plot. 

There is a lumbering operation going on at the north end 
of the plot but it does not seem to be bothering the moose any as 
there was no noticeable difference in the tally in that area. 

This plot was picked because it is in a heavily hunted area. 
With the Red Lake Road as the East boundary, it is easily accessible 
to hunters. If it could be checked thoroughly each winter we could 
probably get some valuable information pertaining to the effect of 
hunting pressure on the moose population. 

We plan to recheck at least part of this plot and probably 
change the boundaries to cut down the size to where it can be checked 
in one days flying. 
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Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
Mets 2 UeOVAlY » chon tio-Le-cecedeue 

HOO? 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Plot Mme Oee es eli ehp Noe beck tcc es Size Penen ss sees 2 esquare miles 

Location Mie Ch CRUG WESC once sboccaereunesusapegssoegcoevscencereaeos 

Cover Type .ixed.and.gub.over vagkpine. and. Ipruce. PredOMsnat ine. .oe 
Pilot eee Te OV naceosesctewrce Navigator Peo bee COU eh emliaisiee 

Observers (right ~side) coco odd tocar scarce asncae eee nscescnesceegene 

(tere side) ee ORCS ee eon oo Roles elas oe 0.8 

Date covered .J@OVary.€42.t92¢,..0. Noon temperature be On DEL OW sce -« 
Wind direction Oe, Wee a'c.e'enenee pene are Wind speed Bee PO nig Wigneiesare ies ones 

Cloud Cowes Pee AHA eB erareiereee oiwiere Altitude Re OOO TCC Oe n. o craigs 

WW 
Snow depth I eae” 7 i dala le aa 

Days since last Snow Se ge OCT lacie 6 G/i> e'¢. 6 6.0 666.6 009-0 & 98 ©. 8 9°08 

Time of arrival Over the plot enoo0o LG} JUS) | UGCA? Or ae te Oo A ee 

Time survey completed on plot I ODay). cicie ogo o-4 ase ue eee os 

Number of Moose seen e9eedkdon senosoneoeecort ove Hveguonenoeac#r*#recaeenonegeosgssee @ @ 

Notes; About. half of the. plot. completed... .vhere. seemed. to. G.aS. oe. 
Many .MQCSe, LVANE, Gowda, the, afternoog.as, the. aeMs, QUitese. 
eeurmocy Ol dcr Were. worcd (and the tracks were .coufusine... 
in dense. stands,. .o,lavibou.werg noted today,. Moose yards. 
Poe Peco nde On tir cay erener Prom elOUs FO. UUS RlOtcaccesnee 

Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
Mabe we eRUSEY Cobbs otdelceeecns 

H 37 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Plot oo NOs Bele eh cais ae Size OO ee eg square miles 

Location 5, Serovus. CE Te st tec ciccc +3050 ss csscnoeeces 

Cover Type .Oprucee JaCkDinge EDEN. 0G. CUE. COVED ATEAS. a eecooeocceee 
Pilot HANEY SDCLENT sc sees cccecee Navigator .. cs He. TTOUEST. cc coe. 
Observers (right side) soecocent eeeo0seoeo#nvngseas0evear0eceoo7R299R70 8898070906 8 

(Lert side) ies 3 EOI NOC i) dle lea eae ee 

Wind direction ooo be MaDe Osc ccuce Wind speed Pee ese re oe A 

Cloud cover oeo Dea ora timer eer s Atta tude Pere OOmrces © rest a ose 

Snow depth Deieitinc SR GNe IRI LSINCIREERCISI OTR RTOI cicvele Go Oe GeO Ce eee eeeneceecee 

Days since Last SNOW ooo G0800%4 ovecocegnceoegeeeoendaneeseaodoeneanageenmnesgeceset oe 8 

ME over the plot neste brea. tae cele coacccusesccesoees 
Time survey completed on ee er Oa lee ek dee ana 

Number of Moose seen ee ee ke cel ccpececdesyae 

Notes; WNine.of.the.moose.were.tying, down... odayis.flight.was.,over. 
Poe. Ceober.of bbe. plot swhere. poe. bimber.is.beavyiest...s03S.. 
probably. accounts. forthe. low. tally... fourbeen.deer, Were.ece 
sporbed., this, concluded. No. e.plot. witb.a.total.of 40. moose, 

Meee ee teen eters, are. Over, OO. oG. ae plot... &.total.of.29.. 
Creme ear cOnbOUCGg ee UO, Cert OCUn ert cecscecoeaccecveeceecace 
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Sioux Lookout, Ontario 

Date SDMA Ve! 9. ODY 6 oe-u pad 

Ht 37 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Plot co, ee ©oo2no 60003080 © Size MES + ss wae Square miles 

Location _ AES San ESS VIG LIE I ce leg Coeoe2ee40a2nvnenve0cg0cegaegee eo @ 

Cover Type .,.¥ixed. (poplars. Jackpine. and. s spruce) 
Pai Lot OCT clelsinie 6 een oe os Navigator sonalthere als Mono) oa ye ei aae ae et 

Observers (right side) eoowoeoocoeogueoraoet_ reracxseaana@a ©¢C°0 027082 €0800806909008085890090 

Gey) Ce DUR O CON coco cesshceeesasocrpeeses 
Date covered Febryary. (uo lisen wemperature .sscdccwcccecece 
Wind Pirection .,WNW.....o.ercnee Wind speed eco Al cleDeVeseceececs 

Cicud cover Pe a ne ote Meligast Uae @eo2r 008 Es Re oat a rey ta bes 

Snow depth i Sere det Pe occ eececkeeceeteetones 

Days since Last Snow eect octctecsec ttn 

ime won arrival over the plot .tvadeoves 
Time survey completed on pl ter OO ee LOGUE BG is eae 
Number of moose Speen oece 202 2 Gd IRI deat ea lar Bridie dele ea th 

Notes: Weather was stishtly, warmer than, previous. ci ghts.and.moese 
e¢eceoeds ooo ¢ 

seemed. to. be. moving.aroqund.more,. osdeer.or, Caribou. sce eee 
ebserveds. Most. moose .cquated were gbserved.close.to.lakes.. 
within plot where more.opeg areas Were OCTET: . NG creeeeee 
eeeecucs UOrun and soyue cods of plot were S2ivly Qeavy.ceces 
Spruce. and.it was difficult .to observe .any.meoses. Between... 
Woitenud , and .Qgani. Lakes. there wag. a acavy stand .of dackpine 
Pi de gsc yay) eo stl tL CUl i sce cscs eccovcacepceccrnnnce 

ooosG@vsaee82080 8202300008080 

pLOUus Lookout, Ontvario 
Date Peeobreyary St iat oles ckas 

37 
ferial survey of Lioo se 

Plot wens etvcsevccusorcvocenonsoce SIUC cect’ ccsseseevecquare Miles 
Location ee oe ee meee cae cce ee aceeasavtoseecésvocce 

Cover nos ee GG QOVSr. ieee Lege coe ence eos oe cas esec es 

tee Try .SOCLEUb..- wesecsece. NeWUPALOT iets ods TORUS. ccacees 
Observers (right aa ee ae Oey sen oa ee ae avons ceseocee 

irett side) Tice SAGES a lg 

Date covered .f¢RTy¥ary. Sauk arabe Noon temperature eeecrSdovccccoce 
Wind direction ..3QUG0..sccccence amid speed oe cb Maas ence escve 
Cloud cover cos bbepeeeoseccusccecs Altitude Sie hetene coche aie: evalaree ee. 6 ee ee ave 

Snow depth See saghkes eocowmvoocec@#eecoewascoooe@etcoevescno G@owenecedoeegeeeoeeenero0 @ 

Days Since last Snow @o@ecoogceaeeoodogecevoe# ce eew@oeeogegceseoenseeveaoo0eegpeeoeceoo @ 

iiniewoL arrival over the plot et ee Te ciinth eitejele oie siete lsieeleshe oes 
Me ee) Completed On PlOb. . vcek OVER s celccaesevcecaveecsciececoceccss 

p 

Number of Moose Seen sscvescStseces 
542 

Mepess  laere.is a lumber. camp On, the n 

S 
orth boundary. of "ents pidg it 

300 400. cutting. pulp. 40. ae 5e a Silaless moose .scemed. Ombre ae 
ysed .t9.n01s¢. and ,were 2 ard . G0). disturb, .even wwhen.we. flew... 
tow. over. thems. ost. of | Tana! MOG cmere TVIne downs ORS... sae 
youve bull .syill beg bis. Se ee, 
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Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
Date ADM AEY, Soi OD cia ale) stove 

le 37 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Plot ENR YR diMlis as" c\ eae! 0) eels’ cele" ee! e's Size ATS het chahsane! é square miles 

Me GTOM wallow LEP SV OUS LOS a VRUITIO. cccocienerescorseceanreccasceese 
Cover Type eG NOMEL sletsiclalelalsialateialelala\cistaletaloie's'a\s e's gic cc's oy ee wu’ 6 00's 

Peete SOUL LOU. Gecewtene Navigator ..2eeds ol TOUUE ccscoees 
Observers (right side) stelaieie AD ALO c esc e'e'e e'o'vccies'ses see o deve 

ike iiet side) De ESECI, She CaS 2 Oe Se ee ee re ea 

Daeeevercd .120UGTY.215¢2.1997. Noon temperature ..stOsccoceecees 
Wind direction OUD e's atatwluhotatetatie Wind speed LP Masse Mattie etal ale’etelgateke’ 

PPREICOVSr Soci dvaccccvonviewres Altitude sevsclQQoocessoesscccues 
Snow depth ee Oe iy ew We we Hs coool nl a tela te ele'e'e'eeic'e e's o's o's so ee e's 

Days since Last SNOW Se nh eaten ee toh chah gaia elie\ele'elalae'eXe'o'o'e'el e's o'e e's 

Time of arrival over the plot co7eo0o8e OO Se eae ae ee ee ee ee 

Time survey completed on plot _ceccoe ET pat eate tat Gio wlavatateNerlerels’s “otsetn’ lis 
Number of Moose seen Chk ICUS fo HC) CReRPoRn One T1S 867187 0)19 6°20 20)0 01 B RA 60 8 ee ere 0° ae! oe e 

epee Peis. 6000 feeding srouud with. very Little. Gover 1938 .ccese 
hurn,. wleese, SiGe a SVeV Ey 1G) So) AAS a ee eA eae 

Sioux Lookout, Ontario 

ae a 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Plot BE eG eae static aw on eheretalutetate Size Mie Cltal Ne ciitehchove square miles 

Location NE chee ahve WU pialet chet alate iallstc"/atinlelavaleelyvcpi'a'q\s'e'e'e's'e'e'e's wi e'o'e'e'e'e 

Gaver type .... sr. Oven, Mixed Poplars  SPYVUces  VASEDINE. .cccceccscces 
ge DOU ss cacclelesciacice NAVICACON coetteotea db ObTET se cces 
OGeervers (right side) ....JODD. SOADDOD. cp ccccwecvcceveccccsoncenen 

Cert side) eee ni ERA) PN ee hcl eligilete alate ielaeie (eres ele 

Meee meemercd wh SPs. tober. ddedevece Noon temperature wseToccesecsess 
Wind BCL AION tel CSL s wice'nie'ee'aic'e'e as Wind speed SUMED pIDis ligt tatetntoleleere 

Cloud COver BOY Wirala laricholavaMetaiteiate Mitascude eooeyreTeooreelCoeHaoeeooee 

Snow depth @eeeeoec eseeoeoco@eceecoecsooeot cooeesv, F@eoeoeoe @Ceevoeoveescseecesoeo0e0e8 088280260 

Days since last Snow ecseoeovsvoeveonucoree20o0oeonHnH OMT FCeGCe Fe ABQedseeoeeeeeeeonosee80 

Time of arr val over the plot aie GIS) 1 8 A eR OY me 

Time survey completed on plot i eC te aN “sadobg lalate’ ale e’e’e''ni'p elele 

Number of Moose seen COLCA GTFLOSOHEZTHOOOO® SOR COFFODOSEXDTFOHHOHBHLHEBOOS 

Notes: Wo. moose. were. observed. ip, the, cyt. oyer. area. >. the, highest... 
concentration, was, along, the, edge. of, the, cub: over, areay, 7... 
ef. the. et, moose. obseryed. were. dying, downs, we. feel, that, about 
Biot Me MOP Ee. OBL ERE SLUpLOP Nene, SPO ED aaxvieceevicc'acceee’s 
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Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
Meee web eervery.tchbes.t907...0. 

7 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

Pilot ae oeoo0e Size Pe Oia es square miles 

Location Ree yee LOS Od oe eam ole @ecoooeoeeae eve focesvsseevaeeoeevesto 

Cover Ty S Sg thE BU oabhe Soviet. e©eegnocneeoconoecgeoeoceoosecscoe2 Hp070090 9 68 & 

Pilot Sede eRe eoy eooeeoeoaoascaoeaoeoec 9 Navigator Bee lie ode me IO Olt as raat wien 

Observers (right saGel ec SEsboan 2 7 a nineties aint 

left Side) ADS Miaisy Ro ie ear aa\e. gi6 eee 6 #0166 66 6m 0.0 #jere ee 6.0 

Date covered Pebruary 12¢0.3.1937 Noon temperature «020 .20OVEcacss 
Mim@eedercetion. po. s WV. wacseeessas Wind speed ST ss a ee 
Cheoud COVE galled alee hehe ooeog@eocoee 8 Mita cade @oe Q @eecoo#eonwn@#@ovenv7ie6o0ds 

Snow depth eC a MN kv ewe hebeekioesecce 

Days since last SnOW i bd ar eie Haare ig TMS WANS, Aa oie thei Iallgh Gla ak go's Taliep’ « @ @ 9:8 

Time of eer ival over the plot ood eI i ek ee 5 5 ol bb Bible 00.06/00. 

Time survey completed on plot ceetesdovoeccccvcecccecesevvcessscececes 
Number On Moose seen ooeceo0o@eeeoeo coesscconoeoeenevev,eoeogeoeaeoecooaoaosceoconarve oa090 

Notes: Moose were ard 00.896 .98 VEC G WEEG oF LOG OF GV ETEL EIT ooo 
SUgLL GVerereeuss . tle MOOSE WOULD NOt MOVEs 4299 than balft.. 
the moose .werg GRIVtSIs bE 9429.98. the jot .wag.dimited... 
hecause of crows. Gensitye .4.40W. Level strin GRuise was... 
flown .on the .cetury trip .te.Sious lookout, anda] moose... 
CONSENT AL ONS WETS UItLi ed 00 UNS WAR er ecccccnveccecosecces 

37 
Aerial Survey of Moose 

CG ab 

eoeecosceseseeovpoveceeocaeeosesooeeesn*seseoeoseoneecoeosnee e808 

Bees 6 occ l Os sess sis Square miles Qt. 
Location . aealiies 
Phi Cover Type . M4 

V 

e© op Observer left side .- 
Air Speed .o22esRehe 
Meme bias 5 « oes eCuary 42 : 
fame ot Arrival Over Plot oeeece 2 
Time Survey Completed eco@egceaoeo2s ere sii eis hie esis oe ss 4.9 ,0:8.46 

Temperature on Plot So ie: e20OVG... Snow Depth of Plot .42.49¢0¢%... 
Days since last snow ad yrece!... Amount ROMA) 4 esse e666 os «0.8.08 
Crust Condition Bele vale eeoeeoceooeeceoeae@ ro eoexeevedveonv0e eecoagasvaegoese S80RC 0H BSH OO 

Wind Speed a. Mai) Goa! Wild teicet ene larotresiala'e Wind Direction ooo et toVeooveece000 

Cloud Cover ULL eeescegegacueees Ceiling Be ee ci aie neo lane 

Visibility Conditions PREY yO Ee ek ss soo eoe'e wee 

Number oa ees Seen eoo0og 0 8@ POUCOGMTEMOGeGLen Bead e ° eecoeoee 

Notes: This.a.very. bard plot .$¢. count .moese on .because .of the -neayy 
Denies peOvers.2,19% 06 che aceas che figure... ee 
of three. moos¢.is.uQt. reldes. 669 he connect umber .of wee8s.. 
present. On. bbe piobe. .suere Were RESNEY Qf ULIGKS ss ccece cece 

eosceeeoscocogoeoses 8Booe GCeC ea eseen0eg 0086 @ 

Piight ALGtiGcude oo@#@e00000828680808900 

4 @CCCCHOCHEOOCAODOHSESOOF OHO CECH ETCOHMBOOHSBCVC® 

Notes on Ground Cov 8 34 OTe aeG I 1. od 5 oie o.e.e lease 4 op 0 wie eb @ mo 

Beew Pilot ..us.2bes ae ole WavEGabOr seelte nt oe Qe ee ees 
Observer Pieht Shlloko meray ° nn C2ALHCHLCOXK7TECHESEeC BELO OEOEFSE HD EOCH Oe 

° 9 

° © etieCywQe o oy 

ate @ 0 eso 8 aDerX ano eee oe ole oD 

td d—o 0 oD 

Ccosaoeceeoe0002707M7087 @OQoavaenoocra# eceesas © @ 

eeeeovsovexeecegsaoe0e@sep oevo0oe0ee0e200 9088 8@ 
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Prot No. 7 

This plot is situated near Hamilton Lake and comprises 
an area of approximately 16 square miles. About one-third of the 
plot had been burned over about 20 years ago and the rest runs 
heavy to spruce and jackpine with some mixed stands. 

The first time this plot was surveyed on February 13th 
only three moose were recorded, quite a number of tracks were noted 
and it was felt by the crew that there were at least ten moose on 
the plot. 

On February 20th two days after a heavy snow storm when 
conditions were ideal for this work the plot was again surveyed, 
this time four moose were recorded. Fresh moose tracks in isolated 
areas indicated that there were at least nine moose on the plot, 
this would be about one moose per two square miles. 

There was too much heavy cover to allow accurate counting, 
but we hadn‘’t much choice of plots in that area. The plot was 
established because it was desirous to have a sample plot close to 
the Savant Lake road and the plot was as good or better than most 
of the area along the road for observing moose from the air. 

The crew feels sure that there is a moose per two square 
miles on this plot. 

EM 
Aerial Survey of Moose 
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Aerial Survey of Moose 
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General remarks 

Moose March 14, 1957 

The last three flights, all since the first of March, show 
a marked decrease in the number of moose feeding during the day. 

The number bedded down is about double what it was a month 

ago when the weather was -20°, 

Moose are much harder to locate on the plots this month 
and out line counts are down because of this change in feeding habits. 

It could be that a much greater quantity of food is nec- 
essary for survival during the sub zero weather and the moose are 
forced to move around more in search of food. Or perhaps the warm 
‘sun makes them lazy in the daytime, so they sleep and do their 
feeding at night when it is too cold to lie around. There could be 
a number of reasons for the change in feeding habits but one thing 
seems certain, that is that it happened when the temperature came up 
and around 20 above. 

This change has been noted on two different plots, on the 
flight lines and on a high concentration area where we intended 
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taking some aerial photographs. On March lith we flew to the high 
concentration area to get some pictures and found that where we 
counted 21 moose feeding in a cut over area in February there wasn’t 
a single moose feeding. The moose were still in the area, because 
twelve were spotted, but they were all lying down except one. 

The snow is getting sticky now and sometimes we have 
trouble taking off with the extra gas load which we carry in drums 
for refueling on long trips. We may not get much more moose survey 
work done, but we will be keeping records on the feeding habits as 
Piieras possible this spring. 

Caribou 

This warm weather seems to be affecting the caribou the 
same way as the moose, the only difference being where they lie down. 
The moose bed down right where they are feeding but the caribou 
generally go out on a lake to lie down, as a result we are seeing 
more caribou and fewer moose. 

Wolves 

There is more evidence of wolves now than there was a 
month ago, possibly because they are keeping to the waterways more 
to avoid travelling through the deep, loose snow in the woods. It 
could also be the instinct to kill which seems more prevalent in the 
Spring than during the winter months. When the first crust comes, 
everything will be in the wolves favour and they can satisfy their 
instinct to stockpile food for the young which will be born when 
food is harder to get. This too could have a bearing on the instinct 
of the moose and caribou. Perhaps they sense this and sleep in the 
daytime when there is less danger of predators bothering them. 

\ 

Plot No, 9 

This plot is situated 130 miles north of Sioux Lookout 
just south of the llth baseline and east of the sixth meridian on 
the north shore of Upper Goose Lake. 

The area was burned over some years ago, probably around 
1936 and now produces ideal food and cover for moose. 

The general appearance of the terrain would suggest an 
abundance of aquatic vegetation for the summer food supply of moose. 

This plot was decided on because of a known population 
density of over three moose per square mile, eight on February 16th., 
1950. This information was volunteered by two Department pilots, 
Harry Speight and J. Culletin. 

The figures from todays flight over the area, though still 
high are not as high as they were in 1950. 

At that time 36 moose were spotted in ten minutes flying 
Over the area where we have established plot no. 9. On today’s 
flight we spent one hour circling the area and counted 34. About 
ten square miles were sampled so we still have over three moose per 
Square mile. However, the population density must have been much 
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higherin the winter of 1950 to allow the pilots to see so many moose 
in 10 minutes. 

One hour was spent on snowshoes in the feeding area 
checking the browse but the snow was so loose and deep that the 
snowshoes sank down about a foot and very little ground was covered. 

The area appears to have been over-browsed about four or 
five years ago and a lot of young trees have died from being cropped 
too close, white birch was the most noticeable, with trembling aspen 
second. There was heavy browse on the willow but it had survived. 
The last three years browse, though severe does not seem to be as 
heavy as the previous years. 

The foregoing browse data are based on my personal obser- 
vations and are by no means complete. 

This plot is not accessible to white hunters and there is 
Paeveesor no Indian hunting pressure in the area. So that this 
particular pocket of moose, to the best of our knowledge, has been 
undisturbed by man. 

It would be interesting to do more work on the area, to 
try and determine what happened to the moose population of 1950, and 
all the reproduction since that date. Perhaps the surplus has 
migrated out of the area but it is not likely because of the ideal 
Cemarpiens which exist on the plot. Perhaps reproduction fell off 
because of competition for food. Perhaps disease wiped out most 
of the herd a few years ago and the population is on the up trend 
NOW. 

Regardless of the reason for the population slump, it would 
be a very worthwhile sample plot for work such as browse survey and 
a summer survey to determine the rate of reproduction. It might 
also be a good spot to do a little research work this fall. Perhaps 
a few animals should be checked for stomach content, disease and age. 
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Aerial Survey of Moose 
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GAME INVENTORY OF THE CARIBOU CROWN GAME PRESERVE, 1957 * 

by 
Re Hy Lmotcer 

PerenueNO. 2, February 22, 1957 

This was the second successive day over the Game Preserve, 
it was colder with more wind than the first day, but we saw more 
moose. There was ice haze in the air both days but to-day it was so 
thick in some spots that it was impossible to see tracks from the air. 

iiewac about -15°9 an the air and —11°' on the ground. The 
observers in the back of the aircraft could not keep warm with full 
heat on, so they wrapped up in blankets. The windows frosted a bit 
but we managed to keep them clean by rubbing them with a coarse cloth 
and using ice scrapers when it got thick. 

Thirteen caribou were spotted on a ridge just north of 
Cliff Lake and about five miles west of the Red Lake Road on the 
flight line to the Game Preserve two caribou yards were noted on 
the north edge of the Game Preserve near Optic Lake but we could not 
see the caribou. We estimated the herd to be about five in one yard 
and eight in the other. These are probably the same animals which 
the prospector told us about yesterday. 

There were less deer yards on to-day's plot. A total of 
mececerywere recorded with three of these off the plot. All deer 
recorded to date in the Game Preserve have been on the south half. 
Deer are harder to spot from the air than moose and the percentage 
of animals counted is much lower than in moose or caribou. the 
caribou are easy to count when you find them, because they are 
generally in a herd. We seldom note more than two deer in a place 
and their colour and size make it hard to spot them. The black hair 
on the moose stands out against the white background of snow and is 
seldom confused with other objects even in coniferous stands. 

The total number of moose recorded to-day was 110 animals, 
86 of which were observed in the Game Preserve. This is our highest 
count of moose for any one day. As in yesterdays flight the lines 
were two miles apart running north and south, the only time we did 
any circling was when over an area where moose were concentrated 
and orbiting became necessary to make the count. The highest concen- 
trations of animals were from Sydney Lake south. 

All information is being recorded on topographic maps and 
will be included in the final report. 

* A topographic map showing recorded information accompanied the 
original report. 
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Flight No. 3, February 26, 1957. 

Pretty well all the information recorded on to-day's flight 
is included on the attached forms SL 1 and H 37. 

All information recorded on the flight line maps will be 
forthcoming in the moose inventory report. Concentration of moose 
tracks are being coloured in on the map to show the density in hunted 
areas across the district. Maps of the Game Preserve will be forwar- 
ded with the next report. 

The weather was perfect for flying to-day but the count was 
the lowest yet. 

Weather does not seem to influence the movement of moose 

to any great extent. 

Oievmore day on tae plot should finish it off at a 1/8 
sample. This may be sufficient information for our inventory. 

We had considered flying the area east and west with the 
same distance between lines as we are using now. This idea has been 
abandoned as we would probably run into trouble where the lines cross 
in high animal concentrations. We could never be sure when we were 
counting herds which had been counted on previous north and south 
lines, This would be true of caribou in particular, as they travel 
quite a lot and could be several miles from where they were previously 
spotted. The moose too, could move enough in two weeks to confuse 
the tally. 

Perhaps an alternative would be to do a couple of sample 
plots thoroughly using the orbiting method to determine the number of 
moose per square mile where high concentrations exist. Time and 
weather will probably be the deciding factor. 
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Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
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Aerial Survey of Moose Flight No. 3 
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Time survey completed on plot I a lee otc ateva cece a oo ve 6) eee bok core 

RR Ee meMOGSe Sec Of POU) saweceVocsvecoeccrscerscsessvessdecsvors 
Notes: 4.total.of.43 moose were. spotted.including.the flight .line.. 

COUNT. . Most Of tQsdayis.area Was pOOk MOOS Vanges NUL... 
there was .mych more evideuce.of caribou.at the north ends... 
Deer petered.out almost .completely.with.ouly.one.spotted.... 
SETS . HyIBUG SPOOR ENE IGNID Ono oy os an eee 

Hiaene No. 4. March 7, 1957 

Nine days have lapsed since our last flight over the 
preserve and the weather has warmed up considerably. There are less 
moose feeding during the day now than on previous flights. 

To-day the moose were practically all lying down and only 
twenty-three were recorded in 4 3/4 hours combined flying on the 
flight line and over the Game Preserve. 

The Caribou count was up for two reasons, first we were 
doing the part where the highest concentration is located and secondly 
they were all out on lakes lying down where they could be easily 
spotted. 

This completes the line flights over the area but we will 
try and do one plot in the southeast corner before we finish off. 

There are very few moose in the area where caribou are 

concentrated, this shows up on the flight map which should be referred 
to during the perusal of the reports. 

A small corner on the northwest side was not completed. 

It is all burned over and there are no signs of caribou or deer and 

very few signs of moose. 
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Aerial Survey of Moose 

mere Oe) SL PeRt ac ecacees Size +..-4900...... Square miles 
Location . Garibeu. Crown .Ga OE IE SSSR S pS a a ee re are 

FRI Cover Type Pa ese ae °° Pee ck cone burn and 

Notes on Ground Cover .Nestly. dackpine. and ,spruce. come Qurn aud... ... 
o POLE mixed, SiCETUGL clo pn nl a a a 

Crew Pilot peeugel yc Speqe ot ere ue Nemec Or 16. dee dec dt OULSr sn ecesece 
Observer right Side . gQbn, ey eee bet eesaetaeve 

Observer ett side er co voc coneunconecdavs 

Air Speed ee Oa a ee nae set ee ea Flight Ia PbO Rg ACs Olm TC Ouee Sete, 

Date Pee, Perch. Us coaoooegooeoosces@eosaeaceeeocee@esose@ecseee@egopgossoeeeced 89g 

Take ante time er 10, eye i OES GGG 6h 66 O64 OCU CCR SCO OSC CEOS HRC S 

Time of arr val. (OW AEIL plot Siig gat 3 een Ne at aes eg Le are as gre wae os 

(30 minutes off for lunch) 
Time Survey completed oe oheae0 Rall SReeescecceereeovreeer7eoL2eeoe Cee OOO ° 

Temperature on Plot sec0ceaeOVenes. Snow Depth on Plot Boge! inghes... 
ee ec Sno tC eenes AMount falling sssaccessensocece 
Crust condition A anelee oseaeseoooe@ocsesescseesceeseceesvseeetdc@ecese#@eoe@eecert00008020020230200860 

Wind Speed Aen eNO wake pe tea feat es Wind direction LESS CU Aen mene 

Cloud Cover A eieiat ©eoenec oon oeooeoeo ao oo Ceiling Bae et Ie ta Mk 1 Ne Pi 

REE MC OMCN GIONS Free eC eqs Uta ccc escecscsesrcesessccececcceses 
Number of deer SOSA ccc cuccoucuncnsccenes 

Number of moose seen ooo PE tire ete ee oe eee er eeeeces 

Number of caribou seen oo 8@ eae) wore recorded c eoeoe@#eoee?ee8s0 

Notes: €.moose,.3.d¢¢er. and. 2.wolf bills were recorded on the flight 
Ling.tg.tbe. plots. .tbig. W293. the warmest. day.ve.bave bad. for. 
observing moose this winter and i%.vas.ab9o.qur.pogrest day. 
for counting... swe.tuirds.of the moose counted were. LViug.o. 
Se aealey els at ceetatersVelelatsreiniiel alae eG ces coe a coe ce ee pe oes e noose 
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ONTARIO SALE OF LICENCE*’S FOR 1956 

compiled by 
W. Mulholland 

Hunting f 
Reciprocal 12 
Gun 286,529 

Groundhog UNOS 
Deer-Dog HOGS 
Raccoon=Dog 1S Tell 
Raccoon 1,090 
Non-resident small game 5,905 
Non-resident general ie 
Non-resident bear Wwe SIS)5 
Non-resident wolf 6 

Deer 
Resident 80,940 
Farmer 16 5550 
Non-resident 7,426 
Camp deer 689 
Deer~Moose 903 

TOTAL DEER 106,508 

Moose 
Resident 13,441 
Non-resident yO 

TOTAL MOOSE 14,961 

Angling 
Non-resident 3°76, 000 
Manitoba Po LO 
Organized Camp Bie Ow 
Previneial Park 5,586 
Algonquin Park Junior 818 
Resident Smelt 18,192 
Non-resident Smelt 2,800 
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A STUDY OF THE YELLOW PICKEREL POPULATION 

IN LAKE SUPERIOR AND THE NIPIGON RIVER SYSTEM, 1956. 

by 
Rigtievayaer 

Introduction 

There has been considerable debate for several years between 
anglers and commercial fishermen of the Nipigon area regarding the 
Singleness of the pickerel population in the Nipigon Bay to Polly 
Lake chain (Figure 1). Anglers and guides claimed that the pickerel 
captured in Polly Lake were migrants from the Nipigon Bay population, 
and consequently that commercial fishing in Nipigon Bay of Lake 
Superior adversely affected the population. Commercial fishermen on 
the other hand, maintained that two separate populations existed, one 
in Nipigon Bay, the other in Polly Lake and Lake Helen. This inti- 
mated that commercial fishing in Nipigon Bay would have little if 
any effect on pickerel angling in Polly Lake. 

In 1955 in an attempt to solve at least part of this problem 
136 yellow pickerel were tagged in the Nipigon River chain.™ Subse- 
quent tag returns (9.6%) verified the fact that at least part of the 
Nipigon Bay pickerel population migrated up the Nipigon River, 
through Lake Helen and into Polly Lake. One fish also made the return 
route from Polly Lake to Nipigon Bay. It was decided at this time 
that insufficient evidence was at hand to obtain a true picture of 
migration routes followed, and an approximate population estimate. 
Consequently, a more intensive tagging programme was planned for 1956. 

Tagging Results 

From the period of April 30 to May 9, 1956, 1,000 pickerel 
had affixed to them a plastic type streamer tag. These fish were 
captured in quantity, in riffle areas of the Nipigon River, presumably 
the spawning grounds. Both a seine and dip nets were used in the 
Capture although the former was soon abandoned because of the diffi- 
culty of manoeuvering it on the rocky substratum. 

% See Fish and Wildlife Management Report No. 35, June 1, 1957, 
Ppe Boeleee 
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TABLE I - Tag Returns Made in 1955 and 1956 

Hower MNipieon) Polly Lake & | Total Pickerel 
River Lake Helen _ Tagged 

Wear 1955 O50 1955 1956 1955 1956 

No. of Tagged Pickerel SO 1000 L6 AD 136 O25 
No. of Tag Returns Gea 103 6 3 13 106 
Percentage Tag Returns Tel 10, 3 ie On 2/0 9.6 MOR) 

% Accounts for two tags returned in 1956 which were not included 
maeuhe 1955 report. 

Of the 1,000 pickerel which were tagged, 103 tags were 
returned between May 11 and November 6, 1956. This 10.3% return is 
a considerable increase over the 7.7% return from the Nipigon River 
tagpeed fish of 1955 (Table 1). Of those tags returned 56.3% were 
caught by anglers, the remaining 43.7% being captured by commercial 
fishermen, lamprey barriers, or in experimental gill net sets. Table 
1 shows a comparison of the tag returns for 1955 and 1956. 

In 1956 a definite pattern of migration was established 
for the Nipigon Bay pickerel population. 

The thousands of pickerel observed in the Lower Nipigon 
River in May during the spawning run determine the initial migration 
from Nipigon Bay in late April and early May. From here the bulk 
of the population moves up the Nipigon River through Lake Helen and 
into Polly Lake. Thirty-seven tag returns made in Polly Lake in 
June substantiate this theory. One tag return each from the Jackfish 
and Gravel Rivers in June gives an indication that at least part of 
the population after spawning return to Nipigon Bay and run up other 
tributary streams. This is further verified by Mr. J. C. Hallam, 
biologist of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, who in personal 
correspondence indicated that a total of 1,249 yellow pickerel were 
Capeured in nets on either side of an electrical lamprey weir in the 
Jackfish River between July 7 and August ll. Eight of these fish 
were tagged pickerel, seven captured in July and one in August. One 
tagged pickerel each was captured during July in Lake Helen, the 
Lower Nipigon River, and Nipigon Bay, again showing a tendency towards 
a downstream migration. The rate of tagged fish captured in Polly 
Lake during July and August drops off sharply as the downstream move- 
ment begins. This is further evidenced by the poor angling experien- 
ced in Polly Lake after the first of September when only rarely is a 
pickerel caught. A two hundred yard gill net set made in Polly Lake 
on November 7 and lifted on November 8 netted only three yellow 
pickerel. It was located at the same site that a similar net had 
captured thirty pickerel on June 8. In August, the greatest number 
of tag returns (six) came from the Lower Nipigon River. Two pickerel 
appeared in the Upper Nipigon River for the first time and an addi-~ 
tional two were captured in Nipigon Bay by commercial fishermen. In 
September three more tagged fish were captured in the Upper Nipigon 
River and nine in Nipigon Bay. By October most of the pickerel had 
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apparently reached Nipigon Bay as evidenced by twenty tag returns 
from that location. Only one other return was made during that month, 
from the Lower Nipigon River. During November only two tags were 
returned, both from Nipigon Bay. Table 2 shows the month by month 
Bastribution of tag returns from the 1,000 pickerel tagged in the 
Lower Nipigon River, Figure 1 shows the localities where the tagged 
pickerel were recovered. 

Of the twenty-five pickerel tagged in Polly Lake during 
1956, one each was recaptured in Polly Lake in June and August. The 
remaining tag was returned from Nipigon Bay in September. 

ieee = Distrabution of Recovered Tagged Pickerel by Month 

leave oume ee cily ~ Aug. sept. Oct. Nove 

Polly Lake ai, h 
Lake Helen t 
Upper Nipigon River 
Lower Nipigon River a il 
Jackfish River al | 
Gravel River alt 
Nipigon Bay 1 nN ae TOSS) | ASS) 

ASS) 

9 20 2 

Figure 2 shows the main migration route taken by the bulk 
of the pickerel population, together with the localities you would 
expect to find them on certain dates. 

Almost one half (forty-four) of the tag recoveries were made 
gn Polly Lake, a distance of about nine water miles from the point of 
tagging. The bulk of the remainder (thirty-four) were taken at 
various points in Nipigon Bay by commercial fishermen. These recove- 
ries ranged from nine to twenty-four miles from the point of tagging. 
Assuming that most of the tagged pickerel travel to Polly Lake before 
returning to Nipigon Bay (as evidenced by the forty-four tag returns 
made in Polly Lake) it would not be unreasonable to add the return 
@iseanee tO Polly Lake from the tagging site, to all those records in 
Nipigon Bay. This would bring the farthest record in Nipigon Bay 
up to a minimum of forty-two miles travelled after being tagged. 
The maximum distance travelled direct from the tagging site to the 
point of recovery was the individual recaptured in the Gravel River, 
Ghirty=two water miles from the tagging site. The average distance 
Peeverted Trom point of tagging to the point of recovery was 10.1 
miles. Table 3 shows the minimum distances travelled from the tagging 
site to the point of recovery. 

The first tagged fish was recaptured on June 1, twenty-five 
days after tagging. The remainder were caught at various dates up 
to November 6 or 189 days after tagging. The average length of time 
which elapsed before the fish were recovered was 95 days. There was 
apparently no relationship between the time elapsed and distance 
removed from the tagging site except at certain times of the year the 
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population was farther from the tagging site than at others. 

ay 1B ee 

This 
was explained previously when the migration route was outlined. 

tagged on May 1, 1955. 
Two tagged pickerel were captured during 1956 which were 

a total of 379 and 411 days after their release. 
These fish were both captured in Polly Lake 

TABLE III - Distances Travelled by Tagged Yellow Pickerel, 56 

Locality Tagged 

Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Lower 

Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Lower 

Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Lower 
Polly 
Polly 

Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 

Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 

Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Nipigon 
Lake 
Lake 

Locality Recovered 

Polly Lake 
Lake Helen 
Smith's Bay, Lake Helen 
Parmachene, Upper Nipigon R. 
Alexander Falls, Upper Nipigon 

River 
Lower Nipigon River 
Brule Shoal, Nipigon Bay 
south of Vert Is., Nipigon Bay 
MacKinnon Point, Nipigon Bay 
West of McInnes Pt., Nipigon 

Bay 
West of Cape Nono, Nipigon Bay 
Hast of Grant Pt., Nipigon Bay 
Jackfish River 
Gravel River 
Polly Lake 
MeInnes Point, Nipigon Bay 

Population Estimate 

It would be both desirable and practicable at this point to 
make an estimate of the Nipigon Bay pickerel population. 

Number 
Recovered 

> 

He 

PRO) INO} TOKO) NW of rl 

Distance 
Travelled 

(miles) 

By doing 
SO we can determine if the commercial fishing in Nipigon Bay would 
have any adverse effect on the angling of Polly Lake. 
the sport fishing harvest is not known, 
en Polly Lake during 1957 to obtain data. 

Unfortunately, 
A creel census will be run 

For the present population 
estimate we will assume that the tag returns from the Polly Lake 
fish make up the same percentage of the total number of fish captured 
as those tag returns obtained by other means. Returns by commercial 
fishermen (Table 4) are most accurate for this purpose as rather 
Precise records are kept of the total weight of pickerel taken from 
Nipigon Bay. 

the same population. 

The average weight of these fish was obtained from 
pickerel taken in 43" (stretched measure) nylon nets, used to sample 

The percentage tag returns compared to the 
total number of pickerel captured in the lamprey weir was probably 
the least accurate as it is possible 
more than once. 
produced exact figures but because of the relatively small sample 
can only be used collectively with the other categories for the 
population estimate. 

The net sampling in 
that the same fish were handled 

Lake Helen and Polly Lake, 
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TABLE IV - Breakdown of Tag Returns from Nipigon River Tagged 
Pickerel 

N@me Ory Total No. Percentage 
Tags Onur ash Tagged Fish of 

Returned Captured Total Captured 

Anglers 59 7,375% O58) 3 
Commercial Fishermen 3h 3,837 ## 0.9 
Jackfish River, Lamprey Weir G 1,249 OLS 
Net Sampling 3 186 IES) 

TOTALS 103 12,647 Weighted 0.8 
Average 

*% Weighted figure obtained from percentage of tagged fish returned 
in remaining three categories. 

xx Estimate obtained from tonnage of pickerel captured by commercial 
fishermen. 

As only mature pickerel were tagged, and the commercial and 
sport=fishing harvest consists almost entirely of mature fish, a 
population estimate can be made of the numbers of yellow pickerel 
measuring fourteen inches and upwards inhabiting Nipigon Bay and its 
tributary waters. Employing the following equation we obtain an 
approximation of the yellow pickerel population. 

hn eae 

Py Sess where: 

Fl = Number of marked fish recaptured. 
P] = Total number of fish captured. 

Total number of marked fish in lake. 
Total fish population in lake. 

ay 

i] eb § 

Therefore: 
109) 2 000 

ie 6L7 0. 2 
PS 22, 7806 

Rounding off the above calculation to significant figures 
we obtain an adult pickerel population of about 123,000 fish inhabit- 
ing Nipigon Bay and its tributary waters. 

Effect of Commercial Fishing on Angling in Polly Lake 

Both commercial fishermen in Nipigon Bay and anglers in the 
Nipigon River chain of lakes harvest the same adult population of 
pickerel. Commercial fishermen, however, are required by law to take 
only those pickerel measuring over fourteen inches in length. The 
mesh sizes of their gill nets (43" extension measure) almost exclude 
the possibility of catching smaller pickerel than this, with the 
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exception of an occasional small one that becomes entangled in the 
mesh with its teeth. Even in the pound nets the fish would average 
larger than the angling catch as long as the fourteen inch size 
damit is in force. 

Anglers, on the other hand, have no minimum size limit and 
their average pickerel is smaller than the average taken by commer- 
cial fishing because of the less selective gear employed. Even so, 
very few immature pickerel are retained by anglers. 

Of the estimated number of pickerel harvested during 1956 
(Table 4) about two-thirds were taken by anglers, the remaining third 
being harvested by commercial fishermen. About ten percent of the 
total adult population was harvested by all fishing factions together. 

The effect of commercial fishing in Nipigon Bay during 
1956, on Polly Lake angling cannot yet be determined. However, 
during the past couple of years because of the drastic decline of 
lake trout in Lake Superior, commercial fishermen have been fishing 
the pickerel heavier than formerly. Over this same period there has 
been a feeling among some Polly Lake anglers that the pickerel cap- 
tured during 1956 averaged considerably larger in size than those of 
1955. This was borne out by the measurement records taken from the 
Spawning fish during the 1955 and 1956 spawning runs in the Lower 
Nipigon River. As these fish were captured using dip nets in both 
years a cOmparison can be made. It is interesting to note that the 
average length during 1955 was 16.5 inches while in 1956 it jumped 
Poel yeanenes. This inerease of 0.9 inches is most certainly a 
Significant one and can possibly be explained by the commercial catch 
which has increased immensely over the past two years, thus reducing 
the competition factor among the pickerel themselves. The drastic 
reduction of lake trout in Lake Superior resulting from lamprey 
depredations also removes an important competitive factor making 
more food available to the pickerel. It might be concluded then, 
that the present rate of exploitation is far below the maximum catch 
that could be taken to improve the quality of the population. It 
would be desirable in the future, however, to set a tonnage limit 
on yellow pickerel taken by commercial fishing in Nipigon Bay. At 
present this is unnecessary as the harvest has not yet approached 
the point where optimum benefits to the pickerel population and 
subsequently to the angler are received. 

Activities of the Yellow Pickerel on the Spawning Grounds 

The pickerel were first noted on the spawning grounds in 
Shallow water on April 29. They were fairly numerous on this date 
even though the water temperature was only 34.0° F. A large pebble 
and boulder substratum was preferred, usually just out of the main 
current or in a back eddy. The numbers of fish observed on the 
following two nights increased although the water temperature rose 
only one degree. The pickerel appeared in greatest abundance between 
17300 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. the following morning. Each evening the 
smaller males arrived on the grounds first and were succeeded then 
by the larger fish both males and females. The sex ratio as observed 
over the tagging period is shown on Table 6. Each surge of water 
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from the river moved more pickerel into the shallows which allowed 
themselves to be carried up on the shoals by the back-currents. By 
May 7 other species of fish appeared on the shoals with the pickerel 
including white suckers (Catostomus commersonii), long-nosed suckers 
(Catostomus catostomus), whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and the 
odd sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens). The pickerel themselves 
appeared more sluggish and easier to capture with dip nets than 
previously. They maintained tighter groups and generally occupied 
shallower water than during the early run. A noticeable fluctuation 
in the water levels appeared from day to day, although no definite 
correlation could be established between this fact and pickerel acti- 
Wisy OM the spawning grounds. By May 9 a strong wind made the river 
Water extremely turbid and the pickerel more wary. They shied away 
from the shallow water and demonstrated their negative phototropism 
more aed than previously. On this date the water temperature 
was only 36.0°F and the fish examined were not yet ripe. On May 11 
the fish reached their greatest abundance and were the least wary 
G@@etgeeene period of observation. They occurred in shallower water 
than that in which they had occupied to date. This possibly resulted 
from the overcast night which obscured the moonlight. By May 14 
the water temperature had risen to 38°F but the fish had returned 
to the deeper water possibly because of a very bright moon. The 
density of the pickerel on the spawning grounds steadily decreased 
until May 22 when they were absent altogether. From then until May 
31, the river was extremely muddy and no pickerel were observed. 

The pickerel had not spawned on the grounds of the Nipigon 
River during the period of observation. Because of this a complete 
picture of sex ratios on the spawning grounds was probably not 
obtained and leaves a doubt as to what the sex ratio would have been 
towards the end of the spawning period. Eschmeyer (1942) observed 
that many walleyes did not spawn in 1940 under favourable conditions. 
Many females examined during June and July in the Norris Reservoir 
were still carrying mature eggs. Derback (1947) noted that stream- 
migrant walleyes which encountered cold weather while on the spawning 
Brounds returned to the lake and did not reappear in the streams. 
Female pickerel were subsequently caught in the lake in June which 
were resorbing their eggs. 

In the Nipigon River the pickerel were not observed spawning 
during the period they remained in the shallows. This was possibly 
due to the extremely long, cold spring and the correspondingly low 
Water temperatures which ensued. During the heaviest portion of the 
run (april 30 to May 18) the highest water temperature encountered 
was only 39.0°F (Table 6). These water temperatures were possibly 
too low for satisfactory spawning. Other authors give optimum 
Spawning temperatures as 46°F to 48°F. Cobb (1923), 38°F to 44°F. 
Eddy and Surber (1947), 43°F. Derback (1947), and Herman (1947) 38°F 
to 44°F, Ripe female pickerel were observed by the author in Polly 
Makevon June 8, 1956, It is not known, however, if satisfactory 
reproduction would be possible in this lake because of the soft sub- 
stratum and the predominantly weedy shoreline. 
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Feeding Activity During Spawning Run 

On May 5, thirty-three pickerel were examined for stomach 
contents to determine the feeding activity during the spawning run. 
The results were as follows: 

Percentage of Total Number 
ai Food Item of Pickerel Examined _ 

Empty 36 
Fish Remains (well digested) 58 
Plant Remains 3 
Organic Matter 3 
Identifiable Fish Remains 9 

Stizostedion sp. 3 
Coregonidae 3 

3 Osmerus mordax 

While the food analysis did not reveal any great feeding 
activity, the degree of freshness of the identifiable fish precluded 
that at least some of the pickerel were feeding. This was further 
substantiated the following day when several pickerel were captured 
on a spoon and several more were lost about one-quarter of a mile 
below the spawning grounds. 

Predation 

Stomach samples of four whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) 
and one white sucker (Catostomus commersonii) were taken on the 
pickerel spawning grounds during the tagging period. It was hoped 
that some indication could be obtained as to the extent of predation 
by whitefish and suckers on pickerel spawn. Unfortunately the picke- 
rel failed to spawn during the tagging period and substantial data 
could not be expected. The qualitative results of the stomach 
samples were as follows: whitefish - insect larvae, one earthworm, 
and many small mollusks3 white sucker - stomach empty. 

vex Ratio 

AS it was previously noted, in order to insure a successful 
tagging program with a minimum of mortality to the tagged fish, sex 
was determined by gently rubbing the abdominal region caudad and 
identifying the seminal product emerging from the genital aperture. 
Hence, for the most part only ripe or near ripe fish could be iden- 
tified as to sex. AS the tagging operation took place early in the 
Spawning run, it was generally near ripe males that were identified 
in this manner. Four hundred and eleven fish were retained for scale 
Samples and all of these but five were sexed by opening the body 
Gavity and examining the genitalia. The results are shown in Table 5. 
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eS Sex Ratio - 

Number Percentage Number of Females Per 100 Males 

Males 72 A204 100 
Females 234, bia 136 

The fact that: females) constatuted 57.6 percent of the 
total sample agrees very closely with what Eschmeyer (1950) found 
in the Muskegon River during the spawning run in 1947. Here he found 
that the spawning season sample was composed of 58 percent females, 
Deeeeocs on further to explain that this may be due to the selec- 
PaweoyeOr tie dip nets used on the Muskegon River. In using dip 
nets some fish are bound to escape and females being burdened with 
eggs are not likely to be so active as males. Hence, Eschmeyer's 
econelusions are that the more active males escape the dip nets more 
frequently, resulting in a biased sample. 

Eschmeyer further explains that a barrier (Newaygo Dam) 
Hear une Sampling site might be a second possibility accounting for 
the high percentage of females in the sample. In the present study 
GheeepOssibility is ruled out as no barriers exist near the sampling 
site. 

In Lake Gogebic, Eschmeyer found 89 percent males out of 
4,315 adult pickerel sampled on the spawning grounds by trap net. 
It is our contention that a trap net tends to bias the sample in 
favour of the male pickerel. The males, being more active on the 
Spawning grounds, are much more likely to be captured in a stationary 
type of net such as a trap net than are the more sedentary females. 
Perhaps, a figure somewhere between those obtained by the two sampling 
methods (dip net and trap net) would give a better indication of the 
true sex ratio during the spawning run. Table 6 gives a day by day 
breakdown of the sex ratios and agrees closely with the works of other 
authors, Eschmeyer (1952) and Schneberger (1938, 1939, and 1940). 

TABLE VI 

poex Number 1a __Percentage _ 
Date Water Temperature Males Females Males Females 

Apel 30 SE OST ie a7 10 63.0 B®) 
May 1 Ey ley 5) a5 16 LB oh 516 
May 2 a Deo) 18 13 sind lid oD 
May 3 Dil) 16 is) ee L4o8 

pilay 4 BD a0 1h 18 43.8 5Gn2 
May 5 B00 13 18 41.9 Vein 
May 6 35.0 10 23 Sas 69.7 
May 7 36.0 10 20 33 03 66.7 
May §& BOBS 16 16 50.0 50.0 
May 9 3650 12 18 40.0 60.0 
May 11 Rife 1h 16 Weve poe 
May a 38.0 6 27 a Siar 81.8 
May 1 38.0 ial 22 331.3 66.57 
May 1e% 39.0 0 2 - - 

x The water was very silty on this date and fish were difficult to 
capture, resulting in an extremely small sample. 
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SETS 

On all sampling days except May 11, 14, 16 and 18, the 
pickerel required for age and growth data and from which the sex 
ratios were obtained, were captured in dip nets after the tagging 
operation was completed. This meant that any diurnal variation of 
Sex ratios on the spawning grounds were not accounted for, as most 
of the samples were taken approximately between 2:00 a.m. and 4:00 
@em. The four exceptions were the above noted on May 11, 14, 16 and 
18, when tagging operations were not carried out and the fish required 
for age and growth data were captured during the early part of the 
run for the night, between 10:00 pem. and 11:00 p.m. 

Length-Frequency Distribution 

Length-freguency data were compiled for 1411 mature pickerel 
taken during the 1956 spawning run in the Lower Nipigon River. They 
Panged in total length from 12.4 inehes to 26.2 inches. These were 
plotted in one inch length increments against number of fish (Figure 
Semeered this graph we see that the 17 to 18 inch increment contains 
the greatest number of fish and can be considered as the mode for 
this spawning population. The average length of the mature fish, 
both Sexes included, was 17.4 inches. Over ninety percent of the 
Spawning pickerel were included in the fourteen to twenty inch group- 
ing. 

Diseases and Parasites 

All the pickerel which were tagged or from which scale 
samples were taken during the spring spawning run were given a 
Cursory examination for external parasites or diseases. Of the 1411 
pickerel examined, 311 or 22% bore signs of lymphocystis disease. 
It is possible that under the poor light. conditions in which the 
fish were examined, some of the growths were actually tumors or 
carcinomas, particularly if the disease occurred in an early stage. 
All were classified, however, as lymphocystis because it was realized 
that this was by far the most prevalent disease. 

Of the 1,000 fish which were subsequently tagged and exam- 
ined in the Lower Nipigon River, 25% were infected at least to some 
degree with lymphocystis. It was expected that a lesser percentage 
of the tagged fish which were captured and reported would have this 
disease as mortality took its effect. However, the opposite was trué. 
Thirty-two percent of all tagged fish returned were those which were 
infected with lymphocystis at time of tagging. This is possibly an 
indication of the susceptibility of the diseased fish to capture, 
both by angling and by netting. 

One hundred and eighty-eight pickerel were examined in 
Lakes Helen and Polly between the period of June 8 and November 8, 
1956. Only 6% of these fish were infected with lymphocystis disease. 

Many of the spawning fish bore the fungus Saprolegnia 
which probably resulted from the prenuptial activity which removed 
the protective mucous from the epidermis. In some cases, Saprolegnia 
appeared to be a secondary infection taking root in the wake of some 
other disease. 
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The parasitic copepod Argulus was not observed on any of 
the spawning fish in the Nipigon River. Small numbers of pickerel 
captured in Polly Lake, however, in July and August of 1955 and 1956 
were lightly infected with Argulus. Fish to be tagged when immersed 
in the urethane solution would invariably shed this parasite in short 
order. 

Parasitic leeches were occasionally observed on a few of 
the spawning pickerel usually about the caudal region. These were 
normally fewer than four in number on each individual fish. 

Only one fresh sea lamprey scar was found on the 1411 
pickerel examined. Other healed scars were observed on several fish 
but were believed to be wounds from spears, snares or other imple- 
ments often employed in poaching these fish. 
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CREEL CENSUS - KENORA DISTRICT - 1955. 

by 
Je M. Fraser 

Introduction 

The purpose of the creel census carried out in the Kenora 
District is to ascertain the quality of angling and to some extent 
the quantity of angling in this district. To obtain this information 
creel census log books, creel census cards and fish resources 
questionnaires have been distributed throughout the district. A 
detailed description of the methods used and various factors to be 
taken into consideration in interpreting the creel census data were 
presented in last year's report (Creel Census - Kenora District - 
1954) « 

Return of Creel Census Cards and Loghbooks 

The logbooks and creel census cards returned to the 
Department with information covered 2111 anglers who fished a total 
of 14059 hours. This is a slight decrease from the 2612 anglers 
who fished 16164 hours in 1954. As in 1954 the bulk of the informa- 
tion was obtained through the efforts of a relatively small number 
of persons. These were mainly guides and camp owners, who were in 
a position to observe a good deal of angling. Creel census informa- 
tion was also obtained by the Conservation Officers in the course 
of their patrols. The creel census data on hand are selective and 
probably reflects the angling success experienced by guided parties 
or local anglers familiar with the waters. 

Creel census log books provided 90% of the information 
collected in 1955. in the future the creel census card will be 
dispensed with except in certain circumstances. 

Angling Success - Lake of the Woods 

A summary of the creel census information collected on 
Lake of the Woods during 1954 and 1955 is presented in the first two 
columns of Table I. In 1955, 1236 anglers reported catching 9312 
Pisieau the rate of 1.3 per hour as compared with 1.0 per hour in 
ioe. in terms of pounds the 1955 catch was 2.5 pounds per hour 
compared to 2.0 pounds per hour in 195k. 

ihe wawenessesonnOe5) tash per hour from 195, to 1955 is not 
believed to be significant but it does demonstrate the need for more 
Creel census information and also points out the care required in 
interpreting a relatively small sample to represent the general 
picture. In 1955 five guides from one camp kept extensive records 
of their fishing - they did not keep records in 1954. The waters 
they fish are particularly abundant in pike as well as pickerel and 
as a result the reported catch of pike in our records is much higher 
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than last year. Whereas in 1954 pike made up 22% of the catch in 
1955 this percentage jumped to 32%. 

The yellow pickerel was the dominant species in the anglers’ 
catch in both years and were caught at approximately the same rate. 
This species made up 72% of the catch in 1954 and 61% in 1955. The 
average weight of the pickerel was reported as 1.5 lbs. 

More smallmouth bass were reported caught in 1955 but as 
in 1954 many of these were released after capture. The data on lake 
trout and maskinonge are too limited for discussion. Black crappie, 
perch and sauger were also reported by anglers from the southern part 
of the lake. 

It appears that 1955 was a good angling year on Lake of 
the Woods with anglers taking fish at the rate of one per hour. 
The creel census data agree reasonably well with information obtained 
through personal contacts, correspondence, and other sources. 

Angling Success - Other Lakes of Kenora District 

Creel census reports of angling in 48 other lakes of the 
Kenora District have been received but there are insufficient data 
On any particular lake to allow a separate analysis. Therefore, 
the information from these lakes has been combined, summarized and 
pecsented in columns 3 & 4 of Table I. 

The fishing success as reported from these lakes averages 
1.2 fish weighing 2.6 pounds per angling hour. Pickerel and pike 
made up over 90% of the anglers catch from these lakes (see Table II). 

In 14 lakes in which angling was almost entirely for lake 
trout in the spring and fall periods 177 anglers caught 420 lake 
toeuein O39 fishing hours at a rate of one lake trout every 2% 
hourse This angling success is down slightly from last year when 
only two hours were required to catch each trout. The average weight 
of trout in 1955 was 4.2 pounds as compared to 4.0 pounds in 1954. 

A ereel census box set-up at Lost Lake collected 20 creel 
census cards covering the speckled trout angling in that lake. Sixty 
fishermen caught 118 speckled trout weighing 164 pounds at a rate 
Greene fish per 3.3 hours. This is better angling than in 1954 but 
Miewrash are smaller. 

Tourist Camp Owners’ - Estimates of Angling Success 

As in 1953 and 1954 each tourist camp owner received a 
Fish Resources Inventory form to complete & return to the district 
Gifrce, the purpose of this questionnaire was to find out the 
exploitation our lakes receive from non-resident anglers and the 
angling success these anglers experience during their visit. In 
1955, 33% of the questionnaires were returned to this office in 

y 

Pomparison to a 29% return in 1954 and 15% in 1953. 
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Table III & IV compare the return of questionnaires from 
Hourist Camps for the period 1953 = 1955. From these returns there 
are 1244 fishing days per season from the average camp on Lake of 
the Woods and 960 days from camps located on other lakes. 

In the questionnaire the camp owners were requested to 
estimate the average daily catch by one angler in the lakes regularly 
fished by that camp. In many lakes a combination of species is 
angled for while in other lakes certain species are specifically 
sought. it is difficult, however, to distinguish between “general” 
fishing and “specific” fishing and no attempt is made to do this 
in the following summary. Where an estimate of the daily pickerel 
catch has been made it has been summarized in the pickerel table. 
In many cases pike or smallmouth bass were also caught on the fishing 
Grip but these are entered in their respective tables. 

Pickerel 
in Table V tourist camp owners’ estimates of the daily 

peckerel catch for 1953, 1954 and 1955 are compared and show a 
remarkable stability. AS an aid in interpreting this table the 
following is given. In column #3 for 1955, 98 camp owners estimated 
the average daily pickerel catch on 75 different lakes to be 4.8 
fish weighing 10.9 pounds. 

The average pickerel in 1955 weighed 2.3 pounds. In Lake 

of the Woods in 1955 (column #6) 31 camp owners estimated the daily 
pickerel catch to be 3.8 fish weighing 8.5 pounds or averaging 2.2 
pounds. A glance at the other columns covering 1953 and 1954 shows 
no radical change in catch. 

Northern Pike (Table VI) 

Camp owners on Lake of the Woods estimated that their 
Guests daily caught 3.2 pike averaging 3.7 pounds (each) in weight 
Guring the 1955 angling season. Camps located on other lakes 
estimated the average catch to be 4.4 pike weighing on the average 
5»3 pounds each. According to tourist camp owners on Lake of the 
Woods their daily pike catch has decreased from 3.7 in 1953 & 1954 
to 3.2 in 1955 while there has been an increase in the other lakes 
Deeenenaisurict from 3.5 pike per day to 4.4 per day. 

Smallmouth Bass (Table VII) 

The position of the smallmouth bass in the angling picture 
Sfecne Kenora District is an unique one. Although it is fairly 
abundant in many waters it is seldom specifically fished and when 
caught is returned to the water a good percentage of the time. 
Whereas 31 camps on Lake of the Woods reported catching pike and 
pickerel only 15 bothered to mention the smallmouth bass in the 
questionnaire. In 24 other lakes the daily bass catch averaged 3.2 
fish weighing 2.0 pounds on the average. 
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Lake Trout 

There are numerous lake trout lakes in the Kenora District 
which are fished only in the spring and fall periods and specifically 
for lake trout. Very few of these lakes contain pickerel and as a 
result are not fished to any extent except for lake trout in season. 
The data for these lake trout lakes in Table VIII show an amazing 
Stability over the period 1953 - 1955. The average daily catch 
during this period has oscillated between 3.0 & 3.2 fish wtighing on 
the average 4.1 - 4.6 pounds each. 

Maskinonge 

The maskinonge is particularly sought only by a few anglers 
an the Kenora District and probably the greater percentage of these 
fish are taken accidentally by anglers fishing for other species. 
Maskinonge have been reported caught in at least 50 lakes situated 
in the western portion of the district. The eastern border of their 
range lies along the Manitou Lake chain north to Dinorwic Lake. 
Lake of the Woods, Eagle Lake and a chain of five smaller lakes 
near McIntosh are noted for the muskie fishing they provide. 

Thirty-nine Lake of the Woods camps reported catching 8&4 
maskinonge in 1955. These fish ranged from 10-35 pounds and averaged 
19 pounds in weight. The 39 camps represent 1/3 of the camps on 
this lake and the total muskie catch in Lake of the Woods for the 
1955 season probably did not exceed 500 fish. 

Seven of the 23 tourist camps on Eagle Lake reported 
taking 78 muskies during the 1955 season. These fish averaged 12-15 
pounds in weight. 

District-wise 277 maskinonge were reported by 102 of the 
307 tourist outfitters’ camps during the 1955 angling season. 

Summary 

Generally speaking angling was of an excellent quality in 
the Kenora District in 1955. The creel census data collected by 
means of creel census cards and creel census log books agree 
reasonably well with estimates of angling success made by tourist 
camp owners. Angling for warm water species yielded over one fish 
(2.5-3.0 pounds) per hour while the lake trout lakes yielded one 
lake trout (4.2 pounds average) for every 24 hours of angling. 
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TABLE I = Comparison of 1954 and 1955 Creel Census Data 

Lake of the Woods Other Lakes- 

pion Ao 1954 199). 

Number of Anglers io)" 1236 i371, 875 
Number of Fishing-Hours 7562 Wee, 8602 6932 

No. of Pickerel Caught baiei/ 5692 Z06Iy eh ius 
No. of Pike Caught ies7 2980 2990 2312 
No. of Bass Caught 438 612 330 102 
No. of Maskinonge Caught 8 3 26 29 
ieee: wake Trout Caught axe 25 sayy 525 
No. of Speckled Trout Caught cae OD 141 

No. of All Species Caught Sea 9312 7666 USE 

No. of Fish per hour IA) de 3 09 Aah 

Pounds of Pickerel Caught 8546 8435 5865 7634 
Pounds of Pike Caught L788 835 10285 S8hh 
Pounds of Bass Caught Tea MWS) 569 17h 
Pounds of Maskinonge Caught 158 L6 LOS 379 
Pounds of Lake Trout Caught 509 Zud 4559 217 
Pounds of Speckled Trout Caught 89 IGS 

Pounds of All Species Caught 14785 18189 207753 L963 

Pounds of Fish per Hour ZO Bie) 225 PAS 

TABLE II - Percentage Composition of Anglers’ Catch as Reported 
by Creel Census Cards and Log Books 

Lake of the Woods Other Lakes 

Ave oeot lot.  % of Tote Aa COnOr LOtiel i Of Tot. 
Species Wt. Gabien,. Weight Wt. Catch Weight 

Pickerel geno yon 46.5% en 5 O7, 42.6% 
Pike Reem Bf L6% ral Cremtinnc uci 4,5 08% 
Lake Trout 8.8 0.3% 1.2% ae 3 29% ae 
smallmouth ; ; 

Bass Le 6.6% 6.1% 1.8 bo 3% 3 oh% 
faskinonge 15.3 0.1% 0.2% 13.3 0.2% 0.1% 
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TABLE III - Return of Questionnaires - Lake of the Woods 

CL ESS a RRS 2 Leena Je 6 

No. of Questionnaires sent out Ze ea, a 2Y, 
No. of Questionnaires returned 18 (14%) 35 (28%) 39 (31%) 
With complete information 16 30 a9 
No. of Fishing days per Camp E85 1308 1244 

TABLE IV - Return of Questionnaires - Other Lakes of Kenora District 

1953 195k 1955 

No. of Questionnaires sent out Wee 180 180 
No. of Questionnaires returned 28 (15%) 5h. (29%) 63 (35%) 
With complete information 21 Kh 58 
No. of fishing days per camp antigo) 865 960 

TABLE V =~ Summary of Tourist Camp Owners’ Estimates of the Average 
Daily Pickerel Catch in the Lakes of the Kenora District 

ee me = ae eee 

1953-1955. Tie 

__Other Lakes Lake of the Woods 
ne et ee ee 

pom OD LOD. 1953 LObL. 1955 

Number of estimates 50 15 98 16 30 3 
Number of Lakes covered by 

estimates hh 62 UD ub dl aL 
Average Daily Catch by One 

Angler LES Aaa ey LG, e383 BOW. Bige 
Average daily catch in pounds Oe) LO. 6) O69 Cou Tan . 16s 
Average wt. of Pickerel Aelt Zao Zed Pai 220 Aue 

TABLE VI - Summary of Tourist Camp Owners’ Estimate of the Average 
Daily Pike Catch in the Lakes of the Kenora District, 

oe 

Other Lakes. «—-s-_— Lake of the Woods 

are Bee lle ODD) 1953 19k 1923 

Number of estimates 50 92 118 16 29 31 
Number of Lakes covered by 

estimates 7 fai 8h al al ib 
Average Daily Catch by One 

Angler 3.5 3.6 Lok. BY, Seo ee 
Average Daily Catch in Pounds ioe. iSO! 2363 USO iw, Maes 
Average Weight of Pike Pah FeO ie ioe 3.9 D7. 
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TABLE VII - Summary of the Tourist Camp Owners’ Estimates of the 
Average Daily Smallmouth Bass Catch in Lakes of the 
Kenora District, 1953-1955. 

See ented Lee 

Other Lakes Lake of the Woods 

ess 21954 1955 «1953 1954 1955 
Number of estimates 19 esl 28 10 10 aS 
Number of lakes covered by 

estimates AA 20 2h a 1 ul 
Average Daily Catch by One 

Angler 51S Shee ae eS Belo lets. ORS 
Average Daily Catch in Pounds ©) AC his 0 a 2 Leo 3a) lhas 
Average Weight of Bass fart Ae 220 a9 Pare) 2.0 

Table VIII - Summary of Tourist Camp Owners’ Estimates of the 
Average Daily Lake Trout Catch in Lakes of the 
Kenora District, 1953 - 1955. 

Other Lakes Lake of the Wods 

Bee yo 959) 195 195k. LOS 

Numser of estimates 6 LO 59 
Number of lakes covered by 

estimates 8 Bu, 55 
Average Daily Catch by One Insufficient Data 

Angler Bisie S0 Died 
Average Daily Catch in Pounds Peo. (8.9 dees 
Average Weight of Trout We) He ON ite dL 
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Section Report (Wildlife) No. 18 September, 1957 

RESULTS OF DEER AGING TESTS 

R. L. Henburn 

ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND FORESTS 
Division of Research 
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RESULTS OF DEER AGING TESTS 

by 

Rz ls’ Hepburn 
Division of Research 

INTRODUCTION 

During September and October, 1956, short courses 
of instruction in aging deer jaws were given to members 
of the Department of Lands and Forests at Sudbury, North 
Bay, the Southern Research Station, Hespeler and the 
Forest Ranger School, All those receiving ins truction 
(a total of 63 individuals) were given a test comprising 
29 jaws. The same group cf jaws was used at each location, 

This report describes the analysis of the results 
of the tests, 

METHOD 

The ages of the test jaws were estimated by the 
author according to a modification of Severinghaus'! (1949) 
technique and this system was used in the course of in- 
struction, They were then numbered randomly and each 
student was allowed one minute to determine the age of 
each jaw. 

When the tests were marked and the test jaws re- 
examined it was Cecided that one jaw was a sufficiently 
atypical specimen to warrant its exclusion from tne final 
results, 

During the instruction period criteria for ages 
= year, 1s years ; es years, etc, through 8-10 years were 
outlined, For the test, however, candidates were allowed 
to lump all jaws 5s years and over into a single class 
designated as "5g plus", although they were urged to 
attempt an exact age determination if possible. Conse- 
quently, caiculations of errors made in the older age 
classes are based on a smalier sample~-those who volun- 
teered a precise age for jaws 5% years and over, 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

: Fig, 1 shows a steeply isaea percentage of error 
from $+ year to 64 years with 73 and 33 plus somewhat lower, 
but both over 40% and the latter nearly 6%, 

Fig. 2 illustrates the results when age determinaticns 
of 5+ years and over were lunped into a single class, The 
very high percentage of mistakes among the "volunteers" 
appearing in Fig. 1 may have been the result of laxity in 
aging old jaws arising from the knowledge that no penalty 
attached to an incorrect aging provided the jaw was actually 
53 years or over, 

Fig. 3 separates mistakes into overestimations and 
underestimations, and reveals a conspicuous tendency to 
overage young jaws and underage cold jaws with the mid-point 
at 33 years. The ratios of underestimations to overestimations 
in each age class were tested fcr significance using the 
chi-square test on the hyrpcthesis tnat errors due to chance 
alone would produce ratios near 1:1. ALL ratios except 3% 
years differed significantly from the random 1:1, 

The mistakes made in each age class (except 33 years) 
were examined separately to determine if one or two perhaps 
Slightly atypical jaws might be contributing all the error in 
that age class, The age determinations for each jaw were 
tabulated and the resulting ratios were tested for hetero- 
geneity on the basis of the difference between the total 
chi-square and the chi-square of the total (Snedecor, 1946, 
pp. 191-192). The only age class found to contain signifi- 
cantly heterogeneous data was 13, which included an umisual 
specimen deliberately inserted in the test set, Thus the 
tendency to overage young jaws and underage old ones is not 
only significant but also uniform. 

Participants! marks ranged from 13 to 28 cut of a 
possible 28, The frequency distribution of the marks was 
bienodal with peaks at 20 and 23. These two groups repre- 
akg roughly those who had had previous practice in aging 
eer (or to whom the task was for some reason easy), and 

those to whom the technique was either unfamiliar or difficult. 
The two groups were compared to test whether they made the 
same sort of mistakes, Fig. 4 shows that both groups ex- 
perience the same increasing difficulty as the age of the 
test material increases, Also, a detailed comparison showed 
that the pattern of overestimation and underestimation 
discussed above, was constant for the two groups, 
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Eighty-six percent of all mistakes were off the 
correct age by cone year cnly, The remaining 14% were in 
error by two years or more, Out of 119 mistakes made by 
Group A (marks 22-28) cnly four were two years off the 
correct age. Of a total cf 282 mistakes by Group B (marks 
13-21) however, 49 (17%) were two years off the correct 
age and 3 (1%) were three years off, Underestimation_by 
two years of 5s and 63 year jaws (i.e. calling them 33 and 
us years respectively) were the most frequent of the gross 
errors, 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Sixty-three members of the staff cf the Department 
of Lands and Forests were tested on thelr ability to age 
deer jaws by a prescribed method, The results showed an 
increase in errors corresponding to increased age of the 
test material which ranged from $ year to 8+ plus years in 
one year steps, The candidates exhibited a significant 
tendency to overage young jaws and underage old jaws with 
the mid-point or random error occurring at 35 years, 
Practice or aptitude reduces the degree of error but does 
not alter the above mentioned pattern. 

An attempt could be made to minimize distortions of 
kill curves arising frommisaged deer by correcting for the 
trends shown here, However, it would be advisable to test 
a larger group befcre estimating the magnitude of the cor- 
rection factors te be used, 

When a smail number of animals must be aged accurately 
or where a sample of jaws could be removed from a large number 
of animals, all aging would best be delegated to a single 
skiliful and careful individual, 
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